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The research on "Application of Linear Programming Techniques in 
Cut Scheduling for Better Fabric Utilization" basically followed the 
schedule and yielded the results outlined in investigator's Research 
Proposal and sponsor's Addendum in Appendix 1 of this report. 
The main results of the research are summarized in the next chapter 
entitled "Markamatic Cut Order Planning". 
Basic general and theoretical information on the subject of the 
research may be found in the thesis "Cut Scheduling for Optimum Fabric 
Utilization in Apparel Production" in Appendix. Particular information 
on the results of research may be found in the sections D, P and E con-
taining system identification, program listing and printouts from sample 
runs respectively. 
The recommendations for further work are also given in the thesis 
on p. 55. It is anticipated that the first large-scale field experiments 
will bring about additional requirements concerning the design of user-
computer dialog, report format, performance etc. Some of the features 
are likely to be tailored to local conditions. Two additional features 
will probably be required at most of the instalations: (a) interactive 
manipulating of requirement files; (b) round-off option for setting an 
integer LP solution from the first real LP solution in order to avoid a 
time-consuming branch & bound algorithm when solving large problems. 
MARKAMATIC CUT ORDER PLANNING  
The MARKAMATIC system facilitates the development and accumulating, 
over the period of its operation, a large number of markers for various 
garment styles, size distributions, fabric widths etc. 
The preparation of a set of markers for every new cutting order 
typically includes: 
a) manual selection of those of the old markers which can cover 
a part of the order; 
b) marking the rest of the order on MARKAMATIC. 
The natural limitations of human ability to process large quantities 
of information impedes manual retrieval and implementation of old markers 
in new situations. Consequently, the results of past efforts are not 
fully utilized, the demands on new markers may exceed available operator 
and system capacity, and the resulting order distribution over the set of 
markers is not as good as it could be. 
MARKAMATIC cut order planning system developed in cooperation with 
Georgia Tech, computerizes a great deal of evaluation and decision making 
leading to the optimum proportion of (a) and (b) above. The main features 
of the system are as follows: 
- retrieving a marker bank and selecting all the existing markers 
compatible with a particular cut order; 
- formulation and solution of a linear programming problem which 
gives an optimum composition of the existing markers from the 
viewpoint of fabric utilization or overall operational costs; 
- introduction of a concept of "dummy marker", i.e. an imaginary 
one-size-one garment marker with assumed efficiency: by varying 
this efficiency one can cover larger or smaller proportion of 
the new order by existing markers depending on current priorities; 
- provision for cut-downs: system automatically adjusts the 
required size distribution according to the indicated cut-down 
options and the output information includes detailed instructions 
for cut-downs from particular markers and sizes; 
- provision for complying with indicated fabric stock constraints: 
system reforms optimum distribution of the order considering 
the available quantities of the fabrics with different widths; 
- flexibility in editing the input information in response to 
intermediate solutions: if the solution violates some obvious 
but difficult-to-define limitations, only a part of the solution 
may be accepted. The original requirements are then adjusted 
accordingly so that the computer can offer a modified solution, 
covering the remaining part of the order. 
- modular design of the system allows for modification and expan-
sion in compliance with various local conditions and constraints 
different from those mentioned above. 
The system may be implemented and operated on existing and new 
MARKAMATIC installations. Also, after building an appropriate information-




The following are the names of the 
the supporting files of the system. 
programs and 
Name Type Name Type 
SCOR SS SLPM2 SS 
COR UM LPM2 UM 
SRBUL SS RDRC BD 
SMBUL SS RFILE BD 
RBULD UM MDIRC BD 
RMBUL UM MBANK BD 
SLPG SS ITMD1 't3D 
LPG UM ITMD2 
SLP8 SS OUTIN BD 
LP8 UM GENIN BD 
These files are on channel 1 on disc 7905 #3 
Labeled as "GA TECH PROJECT" 
D.02 
I LI, U ,1 
NAME TYPE 
SUBCHAN=01 
SCTRS DISC ORG PROG LIMITS B.P. LIMITS ENTRY FWAM 
%GLIB RB 00016 T011 000 
xMLIB RB 00009 T011 016 
FWARE UM 00009 TO11 025 30000 31740 01000 01021 30000 31740 
RCOUN RB 00002 TO11 034 
COUN UM .00025 TO11 036 20000 25404 00572 01034 20000 25404 
WED RB 00003 TOIL 061 
RMPOR RB 00006 TOIL 064 
SMDUM SS 00009 TO11 070 
RMDUM RB 00010 TOIL 079 
MDUMP UM 00034 TO11 089 20000 27557 00572 01222 20000 27557 
SDIRC SS 00049 T012 027 
RDIRC RB 00024 T012 076 
VP' RB 00018 T013 004 
ZIF RB 00019 T013 022 
SJBOI SS 00004 T013 041 
SBKPT SS 00003 TO13 045 
SZERO SS 00002 T013 048 
ZERO UM 00025 T013 050 20000 25454 00572 00775 20000 25454 
RDRC BD 00100 1013 075 
RFILE BD 01000 T014 079 
PD/RC BD 00100 T025 023 
PFILE BD 01000 T026 027 
MDIRC BD 00100 1036 067 
MBANK BD 01000 T037 071 
RCOR RB 00003 T048 015 
SFLPA SS 00043 T048 018 
RFLPA RB 00019 T048 061 
SRLIB SS 00001 T048 080 
RLIB RB 00003 1048 081 
SGNXC SS 00008 T048 084 
RGNXC RB 00004 1048 092 
CHEK BD 00300 T049 000 
ITMP1 BD 00100 T052 012 
ITMP2 BD 00100 1053 016 
OUTIN BD 00050 T054 020 
GENIN BD 00050 T054 070 
FILE SS 00021 T055 024 
LIST SS 00001 1055 045 
COR UM 00026 T055 046 20000 25621 00572 01026 20000 25621 
RMBUL UM 00058 1055 072 20000 35553 00572 01323 20000 35553 
RBULD UM 00056 T056 034 20000 35035 00572 01325 20000 35035 
SRBUL SS 00012 T056 090 
SMBUL SS 00016 T057 006 
SLP8 *SS 00062 1057 022 
LP8 UM 00080 1057 084 42134 65177 00572 01244 42134 65177 
SLPG SS 00091 1058 068 
LPG UM 00146 1059 063 20416 63734 00572 01414 20416 63734 
SLPM2 SS 00062 1061 017 
ST SS 00061 T061 079 
LPM2 UM 00128 1062 044 20000 57213 00572 01127 20000 57213 







S CT RS DISC ORG PROG LIMITS B.P. LIMITS ENTRY FWAM 
7CL I B RB 00016 1011 000 
ML I B RB 00009 TO11 016 
FW ARE UM 00009 T011 025 30000 31740 01000 01021 30000 31740 
RCOUN RB 00002 1011 034 
COUN UM 00025 T011 036 20000 25404 00572 01034 20000 25404 
WED RB 00003 1011 061 
RMPOR RB 00006 T011 064 
SM DUM SS 00009 1011 070 
RMDU1s1 RB 00010 1011 079 
MDUMP UM 000:34 T011 089 20000 27 557 00572 01222 20000 27557 
SDI RC SS 00049 T012 027 
RDIRC RB 00024 1012 076 
XWF RB 00018 1013 004 
7.NF RB 00019 1013 022 
SJE101 SS 00004 1013 041 
SBKPT SS 00003 1013 045 
SZERO SS 00002 1013 048 
ZERO Um 00025 1013 050 20000 25454 00572 00775 20000 25454 
RDRC BD 00100 T013 07 5 
RFILE BD 01030 T014 079 
PDI RC BD 00100 1025 023 
PFI LE BD 01000 1026 027 
MDI RC BD 00100 1036 067 
MBANK BD 01000 T037 071 
RCOR RB 00003 1048 015 
SFL PA SS 00043 T048 018 
RFL PA RB 00019 T048 061 
SRL I B SS 00001 1048 080 
RL I B RB 00003 1048 081 
SGNXC SS 00008 1048 084 
RGNXC RB 00004 1048 092 
CHEK BD 00300 T049 000 
ITMP1 BD 00100 1052 012 
ITMP2 BD 00100 1053 016 
OUTIN BD 00050 1054 020 
GENIN BD 00050 1054 070 
COR 00026 T055 024 20000 25621 00572 01026 20000 25621 
RMI3UL UCI 00058 1055 050 20000 35553 00572 01323 20000 35553 
R13ULD UM 00056 T056 012 20000 35035 00572 01325 20000 35035 
SRBUL SS 00012 1056 068 
SMBUL SS 00016 1056 080 
LLL SS 00001 T057 000 
SLPS SS 00062 1057 001 
LP8 UM 00060 1057 063 42134 65177 00572 01244 42134 65177 
SLPG SS 0009 1 1058 047 
LPG UM 00146 1059 042 20416 63734 00572 01414 20416 63734 
SLPII2 SS 00062 TO 60 092 
ST SS 000151 T061 058 
LPM2 UM 00128 1062 023 20000 57213 00572 01127 20000 57213 
Sco-R. 
a 




Name 	 Page  
SCOR 	 P.01 
SRBOL 	 P.04 
SMBOL 	 P.06 
LPG 	 P.09 
LKTCH 	 P.21 
PIKID 	 P.22 
VAL 	 P.23 
LP8 	 P.25 
A 	 P.36 
















0008 C *********************************************** 
0009 C PROGRAM COR 
0010 C *********************************************** 
0011 C 
0012 C PROGRAM COR IS THE MONITOR OF THE SYSTEM. 
0013 C DEPENDING ON THE CONTROL COMMAND IT ROUTES CONTROL 
0014 C TO THE ASSOCIATED MODULO. 
0015 C THE FOLLOWING (IN THEIR LOGICAL SEQUENCE) COMMANDS 
0016 C ARE AVAILABLE : 
0017 C 
0018 C COMMAND 	 ASSOC. MODULE (SOURCE) 
0019 C 
0020 C I. $RCEQUEST3 	 RBULD (SRBUL) 
0021 C 2. SBCUILD1 RMBULD (SMBUL) . 
0022 C 3. $MCODEL) 	 LPG (SLPG) 
0023 C 4. SECXECUTE7 LP8 (SLP8) 
0024 C 5. SPCRINTI 	 LPM2 (SLPM2) 
0025 C 
0026 C *************************************************** 
0027 C 
0028 C ARRAY SIZE DECLARATION IN THE PROGRAMS 
0029 C OF THE PACKAGE 
0030 C 
0031 C N1 	MAX NUMBER OF SIZES IN A REQUIREMENT FILE 
0032 C 
0033 C N2 	: 	MAX NUMBER OF REGULAR MARKERS 
0034 C 
0035 C N3 	: 	MAX NUMBER OF FABRIC WIDTHS 
0036 C 
0037 C N4 	MAX NUMBER OF REGULAR AND DUMMY MARKERS 
0038 C N4=N1+N2 
0039 C 
0040 C N5 	: 	MAX NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS 	N5=N4+NINT 
0041 C WHERE NINT : ADDITIONAL INTEGER LP CONSTRAINTS 
0042 C NINT APPROX= N1+N3 
0043 C 
0044 C N6 	: 	MAX NUMBER OF REJECTED MARKERS AND 
0045 C MAX NUMBER OF SIZES IN CUT-DOWN GROUPS 
0046 C 
0047 C N7 	MAX NUMBER OF CUT-DOWNS 
0048 C 
0049 C N8 	: 	MAX NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ELEMENTS IN P,O,IP,IQ ARRAY 
0050 C 




0054 DIMENSION 	ICMD(6),IPAR(5),IP1(3),IP2(3),IP3(3),IP4(3),IP5(3) 
0055 DATA IP1/2HRB,2HUL,2HD /pIP3/2HLP,2H8 ,2H 	/ 
0056 DATA ICMD/21-1$1:1,2HSB,2HSM,2H$Ei2HSP,2HSS/ 
00 57 DATA IP5/2HLP,2HM2s2H 	/ 
0058 DATA LOUT/1/ 
0059 DATA IP2/2HRM,2HBU,2HLD/ 
0060 DATA IP4/2HLP,2HG p2H 	/ 
0061 C 
0062 C 
0063 C CHECK INPUT PARAMETER 
0064 C 
0065 CALL RMPARCIPAR) 
0066 IFCIPAR(1).EG.1)GO TO 	150 
0067 C 
0068 90 WRITECLOUT,100) 
0069 100 FORMAT("ENTER INPUT DEVICE it") 
0070 READ(1,*)LIN 
0071 C 
0072 C RETURN FROM WORKER SEGMENT 
0073 WRITE(LOUT,110) 
0074 110 FORMAT(" 	ENTER CONTROL CARD") 
007 5 G 
0076 150 READ(LIN,200)JCMD 
0077 200 FORMAT(A2) 
0078 C 
0079 C EVALUATE THE COMMAND 
0080 DO 	1000 	1=1,6 
0081 IF(JCMD.EQ.ICMD(I))GO TO 2000 
0082 1000 CONTINUE 
0083 WRITE(LOUT, 300) 
0084 300 FORMAT("ILLEGAL COMMAND") 
0085 GO TO 90 
0086 C 
0087 C ROUTE CONTROL TO CORRECT WORKER PROGRAMS 
0088 C 
0089 2000 GOTO(3000,4000,5000,6000,7000,8000),I 
P.03 
0090 C 
0091 C 	 BUILD RECQUIREMENT FILE 
0092 C 
0093 3000 CALL EXECC10,IP1,LIN,LOUT) 
0094 C 
0095 C 	 BUILD MARKER BANK 
0096 C 
0097 4000 CALL EXEC(10,IP2,LIN-,LOUT) 
0098 C 
0099 C 	 BUILD . PROGLEM FILE 
0100 C 
0101 5000 CALL EXEC(10,IP4,LIN,LOUT) 
0102 C 
0103 C 	 EXECUTE THE PROBLEM 
0104 C 
0105 6000 CALL EXEC(10,IP3,LIN,LOUT) 
0106 C 
0107 C 	 GENERATE THE PRODUCTION .REPORT 
0108 C 
0109 7000 CALL EXEC(10,IP5,LIN,LOUT) 
0110 C 
.0111 $000 STOP 













**** LIST END **** 







0006 	 PROGRAM RBULD 
0007 C 
0008 C 	********************************************** 
0009 C PROGRAM SRBUL 
0010 C 	********************************************** 
0011 	C 
0012 C 	SRBUL IS RESPONSIBLE FOR STORING THE REQUIREMENT 
0013 C FILE AND UPDATING THE SUPPORTING DIRECTORY FILE 
0014 C 	( BY CUT—ID ) 
0015 C RFILE IS THE REQUIREMENT FILE. THE FIRST CARD (WHICH 
0016 C 	ZOES INTO THE DIRECTORY FILE) MUST BE THE CUT—ID WITH 
0017 C THE FOLLOWING FORMAT s CT--<CUT—ID> 
0018 C 	WHERE -- IS TWO(2) BLANKS. 
0019 C THE SECOND CARD C FIRST CARD IN THE REQ. FILE ) MUST 
0020 C 	BE A STYLE CARD WITH FORMAT s ST<STYLE NAME' 
0021 C THE MAX LENGTH OF THE CUT—ID OR STYLE NAME IS TENC10) 
0022 C 	CHARACTERS. THE FOLLOWING THE STYLE CARD, CARDS MUST BE 
0023 C EITHER 
0024 C 	A. SIZE CARDS WITH FORMAT : SZ--<SIZE ID>,<QUANTITY>,C 
0025 C WHERE C IS YCES) OR NE03 FOR THE CUT DOWNS. 
0026 C 	 THE DEFAULT ONE IS THE NCO] 
0027 C OR... 
0028 C 	B. PIECE GOOD CARDS WITH FORMAT : PG--<WIDTH>,<LENGTH> 
0029 C 
0030 C 	THE CARDS ARE STORED IN RFILE AS CARD IMAGES OF 20 CHARACTE 
0031 C THE REQUIREMENT FILE MUST BE TERMINATED BY A /E. 
0032 C 	REQ.FILES ARE STORED BY CUT—ID THROUGH A DIRECTORY FILE 
0033 C C RDRC ) 
• 0034 
0035 C 	********************************************************** 
0036 C 
0037 	 DIMENSION IPARC5),ICRD(10),IRF(3),IP(3) 
0038 DIMENSION IBUF(128) 
0039 	 DATA IP/2HCO32HR ,2H / 
0040 DATA IRF/2HRF,2HIL,2HE / 
0041 	DATA LOUT/1/ 
. 0042 C 
0043 C 	GET LOGICAL UNIT OF INPUT DEVICE 
0044 C 
0045 	CALL RMPARCIPAR) 





0050 C 	 READ CARD IMAGE 
0051 C 
0052 	50 IF(ICRD(1).EQ.2H/E) GOTO 1020 
0053 READ(LIN, 100) ICRD 
00 54 	IF(ICRD(1).EQ.2HCT)G0 TO 1000 
0055 100 	FORMAT(10A2) 
0056 	DO 300 1=1,10 
0057 IBUF(NCNT)=ICRD(I) 
0058 300 NCNT=NCNT+1 
0059 	 IF(NCNT.NE.122)GO TO 50 




0064 DO 400 1=1,128 
0065 400 	IBUF(I)=0 
0066 	GOTO 50 
00 67 C 
0068 C 	 MAKE DIRECTORY ENTRY 
0069 C 
0070 1000 CALL DIRECC200513,ICRDC2),INTNO,NSCTII,ISTAT) 
0071 	CALL FLPAK(5) 
0072 CALL DIREC(405B,ICRD(2),INTNO,NSCTR,ISTAT) 
0073 	IF(ISTAT.NE.0)G0 TO 1010 
0074 _ 	IFSTR=NSCTR. 
0075 	(30 TO 50 
0076 C 	 OUTPUT ERROR MESSAGE 
0077 1010 1JRITECLOUT,200) ISTAT 
0078 200 	FORMAT("BAD STATUS RFILE =",I3) 
0079 	GO TO 50 	• 
0080 C 	 1 
0081 C HIT TERMINATOR COMMAND, CLEAN—UP 
0082 C 
0083 1020 IF(NCNT.EQ.2)G0 TO 1030 
0084 	CALL EXEC(15.66,IBUF,128,IRF,NSCTR) 
0085 C 	 UPDATE FIRST SECTOR 
0086 1025 CALL EXEC(14,66,IBUF,128,IRF,IFSTR) 
0087 	 IBUF(1)=ICNT 
0088 CALL EXEC(15,66,IBUF,128,IRF,IFSTR) 
0089 C 	 LOAD MONITOR 
0090 	 CALL EXEC(10,IP) 
0091 1030 ICNT=ICNT-1 
0092 	GO TO 1025 
0093 END 















0006 	 PROGRAM RMBUL 
0007 C 
0008 C 	************************************************ 
0009 C PROGRAM SMBUL 
0010 C 	************************************************ 
0011 	C 
0012 C 	SMBUL IS RESPONSIBLE FOR STORING THE MARKER BANK 
0013 C AND UPDATING THE SUPPORTING DIRECTORY FILE ( BY STYLE ) 
0014 C 	MBANK IS THE FILE FOR THE MARKER BANK. 
0015 C THE MARKER BANK CONSISTS OF TWO PARTS 
0016 C 	1. PATTERN AREAS WITH FORMAT : <SIZE NAME>,<AREA> 
0017 C EACH CARD IS STORED AS A CARD IMAGE OF 20 CHARACTERS 
0018 C 	 THIS SECTION MUST BE TERMINATED BY A /E 
0019 C 2. MARKERS WITH FORMAT 
0020 C 	 <MARKER-ID>,<WIDTH>,<LENGTH>,(K*3<SIZE NAME>,.../ 
0021 C WHERE K IS THE NUMBER OF GARMENTS OF THE SAME SIZE. 
0022 _C 	 THE DEFAULT VALUE OF K IS ONE (1). 
0023 C CONTINUATION IS ALLOWED ON COMMAS. 
0024 C 	 EACH MARKER MUST BE TERMINATED BY A SLASH. (I) 
0025 C THE LAST MARKER MUST BE TERMINATED BY A /01 
0026 C 	 FOLLOWED BY A /E TO TERMINATE THE OPERATION 
0027 C 
0028 C 	 THE PROGRAM READS IN CARDS OF 72 COLUMNS. THE, BLANKS 
0029 C AT THE END OF EACH CARD ARE SUPRESSED. HENCE THE 
0030 C 	 MARKER SECTION IS STORED AS A CONTINUOUS STRING 
0031 C 
0032 C 	*********************************************************** 
0033 C 
0034 	 DIMENSION IPAR(5),ICRD(36),MBF(3),IP(3),IBUF(128) 
0035 DATA IP/2HCO32HR ,2H / 
0036 	 DATA MBF/2HMB,2HAN,2HK / 
0037 DATA IBLANK/2H. / 
0038 C 
0039 C 	GET LOGICAL UNITS FOR I/O DEVICES 
0040 C 




















RAD HEADING CARD (STYLE) 
READ(LIN,100) 	ICRD 
/F(ICRD(1).E(1.2HST) GOTO 	1000 
WRITE(LOUT, 200) 
FORMAT(" 	HEADING CARD MISSING ") 
00 54 GOTO -10 
0055 C 
0056 C READ SIZE AREAS 
0057 C 
0058 20 READ(LIN, 100) 	(ICRD(/),I=1,10) 
0059 DO 25 1=1,10 
0060 IBUF(NCNT)=I.CRD(I) 
0061 25 NCNT=NCNT+1 
0062 IF(ICRD(1).E61.2H/E) 	GOTO 26 
0063 IF(NCNT.NE.122) GO TO 20 




0068 DO 27 1=1,28 
0069 27 IBUF(I)=0 
0070 IF(ICRD(1).EQ.2H/E) GOTO 45 
0071 GO TO 20 
0072 C 
007 3 C READ THE MARKERS 
0074 C 
007 5 45 NCNT=1 
0076 50 READ(LIN,100) 	(ICRD(I),I=1,36) 
0077 DO 90 1=1,36 
0078 IFCICRD(I).EQ.2H 	) GO TO 95 
0079 90 CONTINUE 
0080 1=36 
0081 95 K=I-1 
0082 150 FORMAT(" ICRD ",36A2) 
0083 IF(ICRD(1).EQ.2H/E) GOTO 	1020 
0084 100 FORMAT(36A2) 
008 5 IF(ICRD(K).EQ.2H, 	.0R.ICRD(K).EQ.2H/ 
0086 10R.ICRD(K).M42H* ) 	ICRD(K)=IBLNK+ICRD(K)/256 
0087 KXS=0 
0088 IF(NCNT+K.LE.128) GOTO 	110 
0089 KXS=NCNT+K-128 
009 0 K=128-NCNT 
0091 110 DO 300 I=1,K 
0092 NCNT=NCNT+1 
0093 300 IBUF(NCNT)=ICRDCI) 
0094 IF(NCNT.LT.128) GO TO 	50 
009 5 CALL EXEC(15,66,IBUF,128,MBF,NSCTR) 
0096 NSCTR=NSCTR+1 
0097 ICNT=ICNT+1 	- 
P.08 
0098 	IFCKXS.EQ.0) GO TO 390 
0099 KKEIKI-KXS 
0100 	 K2=K+1 
0101 DO 380 I=K2,KK 
0102 	380 IBUFCI-K+1)=ICRDCI) 
0103 390 KXS=KXS+1 
0104 	NCNT=KXS 
0105 II=KXS+1 
0106 	DO 400 1=11,128 
0107 400 IBUFCI)=B0 
0108 	GOTO 50 
0109 C 
0110 	1000 CALL DIREC(2004B,ICRD(2),INTNO,NSCTR,ISTAT) 
0111 CALL FLPAK(4) 
0112 	 CALL DIREC(404B,ICRD(2),INTNO,NSCTR,ISTAT) 
0113 IFC/STAT.NE.0) GOTO 1010 
0114 	 IFSTR=NSCTR 
0115 GOTO 20 
0116 C 
0117 C 	ERROR MESSAGE 
0118 C 
0119 	1010 WRITE(LOUT,250) ISTAT 
0120 250 FORMAT(" BAD STATUS MBANK =",I3) 
0121 	 GOTO 50 
0122 C 
0123 C 	TERMINATOR - CLEAN UP 
0124 C 
0125 	1020 IF(NCNT.EQ.2) GOTO 1030 
0126 CALL EXEC(15,66,IBUF,128,MBF,NSCTR) 
0127 C 
0128 C 	UPDATE FIRST SECTOR 
0129 C 
0130 	1025 CALL EXEC(14,66,IBUF,128,MBF,IFSTR) 
0131 IBUF(1)=IGNT 
0132 	CALL EXECC15,66,IBUF,128,MBF,IFSTR) 
0133 C 
0134 C 	LOAD MONITOR 
0135 C 
0136 	CALL EXEC(10,IP) 
0137 1030 ICNT=ICNT-1 
0138 	GOTO 1025 
0139 END 

















0006 	PROGRAM LPG 
0007 C 
0008 C 	**************************************************** 
0009 C 
0010 C 	 PROGRAM LPG 
0011 C 
0012 C 	**************************************************** 
0013 C 
0014 C 	:LPG IS RESPONSIBLE FOR GENERATING THE LP MODEL AND 
0015 C STORING THE RESULTS IN DISC FILES 
0016 C 
0017 C 
0018 C 	************************************************ 
0019 C 
0020 C 	 DISC FILE DOCUMENTATION 
0021 C 
0022 C 	************************************************ 
0023 C 
0024 C 	THE READING AND WRITTING ON THE DISC PROCEDURES AND THE 
0025 C SPACE ORGANIZATION IN THE DISC FILES ARE DEPENTED ON THE 
0026 C 	ARRAY SIZES. HENCE ANY CHANGE ON THE CURRENT MEMORY SET- 
0027 C UP MUST BE FOLLOWED BY THE PROPER ADJUSTMENT OF THESE 
0028 C 	PROCEDURES AND FILES 
0029 C 
0030. C 	A: 	GENINF 
0031 C 
0032 C 	 SPECIFICATIONS 	TYPE OF DATA : BINARY 
0033 C LENGTH 	: 13 SECTORS 
0034 C 	 (CURRENT SET-UP) 
0035 C OPERATION 	OVER-WRITTING 
0036 C 	 NO DIRECTORY 
0037 C 
0038 C 	 DISC FILE GENINF HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
0039 C 
0040 C 	1. IDISC(4+4N3) : EQUIVALENCED TO 
0041 C DME 	 : DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY 
0042 C 	IS : NUMBER OF SIZES IN REQ. FILE' 
0043 C IPG 	 NUMBER OF FABRIC WIDTHS 
0044 C 	PGW(N3) 	: FABRIC WIDTHS 
0045 C PGQ(N3) FABRIC QUANTITIES IN YDS ON STOCK 
0046 C 	 ( FOR EVERY WIDTH ) 




: IDENTIFIES WIDTH FOR REAL MARKERS 
( JW(J)=I, J-TH MARKER MADE FOR 
I-TH WIDTH ) 
RESERVED SPACE : 1 SECTOR 
3* AR(N1) 
	
PATTERN AREA ( FOR EVERY SIZE ) 
RESERVED SPACE : 2 SECTORS 
4. MKID1(N2),MX ID2CN2),MKID3(N2),MKID4(N2), 
MKID5(N2) 
	
: MARKER ID TWO CHARACTERS PER WORD 





SPECIFICATIONS : TYPE OF DATA : BINARY 
LENGTH 	 2+<N2/2) SCTS 
OPERATION 	: OVER-WRITTING 
NO DIRECTORY 
DISC FILE ITMP1 HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
1. RII<N14.N3) 	: QUANTITIES OF GARMENTS REQUIRED 
( RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE MODEL ) 
EQUIVALENCED TO RR1,11112 
RESERVED SPACE : 2 SECTORS 






: BUFFER AREA WITH THE FOLOWING EQUIVALENCE 
=NR : NUMBER OF ROWS 
=NVCMRKR IN LPG) : NUMBER OF VARIABLES (MARKERS) 
=NRM : NUMBER OF REAL MARKERS 
THE PART OF LPT BELOW THE THIRD WORD IS 
EQUIVALENCED TO LP WHERE, 
: NUMBER OF NONZERO ELEMENTS IN EACH COLUM 
OF THE MATRIX MA. CIA FOR LPG ) 























































: WORKING AREA FOR STORING ROW-WISE THE 
MATRIX MA C IA FOR LPG ), WHERE , 
MA<N1,N2) : COEFFICIENTS OF THE PROBLEM 










0100 C 	3. CCCN4) 	 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
0101 C (FABRIC AREA ) 
0102 C 
0103 C 	4. RRCN1+N3) 	: REQUIRED GARMENT QUANTITIES + FABRIC 
0 .104 C STOCK QUANTINTIES 
0105 C 
0106 C 	5. PCN8) 	 NON—ZERO ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX MA 
0107 C 
0108 C 	6. INNS) 	: ROW POINTERS FOR EACH ELEMENT OF P 
0109 C 
0110 C 	 LP,P,IP ARE RESPECTIVLY LQ,C1rIQ IN LP8 
0111 	C 
0112 C 	*********************************************************** 
0113 C 
0114 C 
0115 	 INTEGER GENINF 
01 . 1.6 .DIMENSION ISTYLE(5),ISZIC60),ISZ2C60),ISZ3C60),RR(128), 
0117 	eilBUF(12),INAMEC5),PGWC10),PGQ(10),MKID1(100), 
0118 &MK/D2C100),MKID3(100),MKID4C100)..MKID5CI00)..ICRD(10), 
0119 	 &IA(60,100),ARC100),CCC128),LPC125),RRI(64),RR2C64),ITMP2C3)s 
0120 &LPTC128),CCIC64),CC2(64),BFRC64),IBFRCl28),KCC128),PC500), 
0 . 121 	&KPC500),IWRK1(128),IWRK2(128),ICTIDC10)sIRFILE(3),JW(128) 
0122 DIMENSION MBANK(3),IAWRK(120),ITMPIC3),IMISCC44),AR2(36), 
0123 	&(1ENINFC3),MONTR(3),EFC128) 
0124 
0125 	 COMMON IDUM(2),IWORK(254),IDUMM(2),IBUF 
0126 EQUIVALENCE CIWORK(1),IWRKIC2)),(IWORK(128),IWRK2(1)) 
0127 	 EQUIVALENCE (CC(1),CC1),(CC(128),CC2(64)) 
0128 EQUIVALENCE CLPT(4),LP) 
0129 	 EQUIVALENCE CRRCI),RR1),(RR(128),RR2C64)) 
0.130 EQUIVALENCE CBFR(1),IBFR) 
0131 	EQUIVALENCE CIDISC(1),EFF)sCIDISCC3),ISCNT),(IDISCC4)sIPG), 
0132 & 	 CIDISCC5),PGW),CIDISC(25),PGQ) 
0133 	 EQUIVALENCE CARC65),AR2) 
0134 C 
0135 	 DATA AR,KCsISZI,ISZ2sISZ3/100*0.,128*0,180*2H / 
0136 DATA ISLSH,IBLANK,IY,IYYJNULL/2H/ s2H '2HY ,2HY s2H / 
0137 	 DATA ITMP2/2HITs2HMPs2H2 / 
0138 DATA MBANK/2HMBs2HAN,2HIC / 
0139 	 DATA IRFILE,JW/2HRFs2HILs2HE , 128*0/ 
0140 DATA ITMP1,GENINF/2HITs2HMP,2H1 s2HGEs2HNIs2HNF/ 
0141 	DATA LOUTsLIN/1,1/ 
0142 DATA MONTR/2HCOr2HR s2H 
0143 C 
0144 	 ISCNT=0 
0145 IPG=0 
0.146 	 MRKR=0 
0147 NULL=CNULL*256)*256 
0148 	 IYY=CIYY/256)*256 
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0149 C 
0150 C 	GET THE CUT ID 
0151 	C 
0152 READCLIN,5) (ICRDCI),I=1,10) 
0153 	5 FORMAT(30A2) 
0154 IFCICRDC1).NE.2HCT) GO TO 90 
0155 	 DO 80 I=I,S 
0156 80 ICTIDCI)=ICRDC1+I) 
0157 	 GOTO 93 
01 58 90 WRITE<LOUT,3) 
0159 	3 FORMATC" CUT ID CARD MISSING") 
0160 C 
0161 C 	RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
0162 	 GOTO 640 
0163 C 
0164 	93 CALL DIREC(100513,ICTID,INTNO,ISECT0NSTAT) 
0165 IF(NSTAT.EQ.0) GOTO 95 
0166 	 WRITECLOUT,2) 
0167 2 FORMATC" CUT ID NOT IN DIRECTORY") 
0168 C 
0169 C 	RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
0170 	 GOTO 640 
0171 C 
01.72 C 	******* REQ. FILE ANALYSIS ******* 
0173 C 
0174 C 
0175 95 CALL EXEC(14,66,IWORK,128,IRFILE,ISECT) 
0176 	 IF<IWORX(2).EQ.2HST) GO TO 100 
0177 WRITE(LOUT,8) rCTID 
0178 	8 FORMATC" STYLE CARD MISSING FROM REQ. FILE s ",5A2) 
0.179 C 
0180 C 	RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
0181 	 GOTO 640 
0182 C 
0183 	100 DO 101 1=1,5 
0184 101 ISTYLECI)=IWORXC2+I) 
0185 	 INDEX=0 
0186 MTERM=1 
0187 	120 IF(IABSCINDEX).LT.112) GOTO 125 
0188 ISECT=ISECT+1 
0189 	 MTERM=1 
0190 CALL EXEC( 14, 66r IWORK, 128, I RFILE, I SECT) 
0191 	125 ISTRT=MTERM 
0192 MTERM=MTERM+10 
0193 	 INDEX=0 
0194 MTWO=ISTRT+2 
0195 	 IF(IWORKCISTRT+1).EQ.2HSZ) GOTO 130 
0196 IFCIWORKCISTRX+1):EQ.2HPG) GOTO 180 
0197 	 IF(IWORKCISTRT+1).EQ:2HST) GOTO 125 







FORMATC" ILLEGAL SYNTAX 	",A2," IN REQ. FILE s ", 5A2, 
0202 & 	/,21X,"LINE # ",I3) 
0203 C 
0204 C RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
0205 GOTO 640 
0206 C 
0207 130 1SCNT=ISCNT+1 
0208 IFCIWORHCMTWO).EQ.IBLANK) GOTO 	135 
0209 132 WRITECLOUT,25) 	ICTID 
0210 25 FORMATC" ILLEGAL SYNTAX IN REQ. FILE s "p 5A2) 
0211 C 
0212 C RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
0213 GOTO 640 
0214 C 
0215 135 CALL LKTCHC2H, oINDEX,MTERM,MTWO) 
0216 . IFCINDEX) 	137,132,140 
0217 C 
0218 C LEFT JUSTIFIED COMMA 
0249 C 
0220 137 IFCIABSCINDEX).EQ.MTWO+1) 	GOTO 	132 
0221 IFCIABSCINDEX).- GT:MTWO+1) 	ISZ1CISCNT)=/WORICCMTWO+1) 
0222 IFCIABSCINDEX1.- GT.MTWO+2) - ISZ2CISCNT)=IWORK<MTWO+2) 
0223 IF(IABS,(INDEXY.GT.mTWO+3) 	ISZ3(ISCNT)IWORKCmTWO-1-3) 
0224 GOTO 	160 
0225 C 
0226 C RIGHT JUSTIFIED COMMA 
0227 C 
0228 140 IBLNIC=IBLANIC 
0229 IWORKCINDEX)=CIWORMINDEX)/256)*256+IBLNIC/256 
0230 IFCINDEX.GE.MTWO+1) 	ISZ1CISCNT)=IWORKCMTWO+1) 
0231 IFCINDEX.GE.-MTWO+2) 	ISZ2CISCNT)=IWORHCMTWO+2) 
0232 IFCINDEX .:GE.MTWO+3) 	ISZ3CISCNT)=IWORICCMTWO+3) 
0233 
0234 160 IOLD=INDEX 
023 5 INDEX=—MTERM 
0236 CALL LKTCHC2H, ,INDEX,MTERM,IABSCIOLD)) 
0237 IFCCINDEX+IOLD).EQ. ,-1) GO TO 	132 
0238 CALL .VALCIOLD,INDEX,IERR,VALUE) 
0239 IFCIERR.EQ.1) 	GO TO 	132 
0240 RRCISCNT)=VALUE 
0241 IFCINDEX.EQ.—MTERM) GOTO 	120 
0242 INDY=0 
0243 CALL LKTCHC2HY ,INDY,MTERM,IABSCINDEX)1) 
0244 IFCINDY) 	170,120,170 
024 5 170 KCCISCNT)=1 
0246 GOTO 	120 
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0247 C 
0248 	180 CALL LKTCHC2H, ,INDEX,MTERM,MTWO) 
0249 1.1=INDEX 
0250 	 CALL LKTCHC2H ,/NDEX,MTERm,IABScINDEX)) 
0251 IFCINDEX.EQ.II.OR.CINDEX+I1).EQ.-1) GO TO 132 
0252 	 CALL VALCMTWO,I1,IERR,VALUE) 
0253 KFCIERR.EGI.1) GO TO 132 
0254 	 "LPGG=IPG+1 — 
0255 PGWCIPGG)=VALUE 
0256 	 CALL VALCI1,INDEX,/ERR,VALUE) 
0257 IFCIERR.EG1.1) GO TO 132 
0258 	185 ?GQCIPGG)=VALUE 
0259 IPG=IPGG 
0260 	 GOTO 120 
0261 C 
0262 C 	******* MARKER BANK ANALYSIS ******* 
0263 C 
0264 C 
0265 C GET DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY 
0266 C 
0267 	209 WRITECLOUT,27) 
0268 27 FORMATC" DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY :") 
0269 	 READCLIN,*) EFF 
0270 C 
0271 	 CALL DIRECC 1004B, ISTYLE, INTNO, ISECT,NSTAT) 
0272 IFCNSTAT.EQ.0) GOTO 210 
0273 	 WRITECLOUT,15) ISTYLE 
0274 15 FORMATC" STYLE : ",5A2," NOT IN DIRECTORY") 
0275 C 
0276 C 	RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
0277 C 
0278 	 GOTO 640 
0279 C 
0280 C 	*** PATTERN AREA SECTION *** 
0281 	C , 
0282 210 MTERM=0 
0283 	 CALL EXECC14,66,IWRK1,128,MBANK,ISECT) 
0284 215 IFCIABSCINDEX).LT.111) GO TO 216 
028 5 	 ISECT=ISECT+1 
0286 MTERM=0 
0287 	 CALL EXECC14,660IWRK1,128,MBANK,ISECT) 
0288 216 ISTRT=MTERM 
0289 	 MTERM=MTERM+10 
0290 IFCIWORKCISTRT+1).EQ.2H/E) GOTO 240 
0291 	 INDEX=0 
0292 CALL LKTCHC2H, ,INDEX,MTERM,ISTRT) 
0293 	 IFCINDEX.EQ.0) GO TO 230 
0294 CALL PIKIDCINDEX,6,ISTRT) 
0295 	IBT1=IBUFC1)+IBUFC2) 
0296 IBT2=IBUFC3)+IBUFC4) 
0297 	 IBT3=IBUFC5)+IBUF(6) 
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0298 	DO 220 I=1,ISCNT 
0299 IFCISZ1C/).EQ.IBT1.AND.ISZ2CI).EQ.IBT2.AND. 
0300 	1 	ISZ3CI):ECI . - IBT3I GO TO 225 
0301 220 CONTINUE — 
0302 	GOTO 215 
0303 225 IOLD=INDEX 
0304 	CALL_LKTCHC2H ,INDEX,MTERM,LABSCIOLD)) 
0305 CALL VALCIOLD,INDEX,IERR,VALUE) 
0306 	 IFCIERR.E(1.1) GO T0 . 230 
0307 ARCI)=VALUE . 
0308 	 GOTO 215 
0309 230 WRITEC1,30) ISTYLE 
0310 	30 FORMATC" ILLEGAL SYNTAX IN MARKER BANK : ",5A2) 
0311 GOTO 215 
0312 	240 DO 242 I=1,ISCNT 
0313 IFCARCI).NE.0.) GOTO 242 
0314 	. WR/TECLOUT,35)- ISZ1CI),ISZ2CI),ISZ3C1) 
0315 35 FORMATC" ENTER THE AREA OF THE SIZE t ",3A2) 
0316 	READCLIN,*) ARCI) 
0317 242 CONTINUE. 
0318 C 
0319 C 	*** MARKER SECTION *** 
0320 C 
0321 	ISECT=ISECT+1 
0322 CALL EXECC 14, 66, IWRKI, 128,MBANK, ISECT) 
0323 	 ISECT=ISECT+1 
0324 CALL EXECC14,66,IWRK2,128,MBANKAISECT) 
0325 	DO 245 1=2,128 
0326 245 IWORKC126+I)=IWRIC2CI) 
0327 	IEND2=0 
0328 IND5=254 
0329 	CALL LKTCHC2H@ AIND5,254,1) 
0330 IND4=0 
0331 	305 INDT=IND4 
0332 CALL LKTCHC2H/ sIND4PIABSCIND5),IABSCINDT)) 
0333 	IFCIABSCIND5)IABSCIND4).LE.3) IEND2=1 
0334 IEND1=0 
0335 	IFCIND4.NE.INDT) GO TO 316 
0336 IEND2=1 — -- 
0337 	314 IND4=IND5 





0342 C 	START PARSING THIS MARKER 
0343 C 






0350 	310 IOLD=INDEX 
0351 C 	GET THE WIDTH OF THE MARKER 
0352 	CALL LKTCHC2H, ,INDEX,254,IABSCINDEX)) 
0353 CALL VALCIOLD,INDEX,IERR,VALUE) 
0354 	WIDTH=VALUE 
0355 C 	GET THE LENGTH OF THE MARKER 
0356 	II=IABSCINDEX) 
0357 IOLD=INDEX 
0358 	CALL LKTCHC2H, ,INDEX,254,II) 
0359 CALL VALCIOLD,INDEX,IERR,VALUE) 
0360 	 RLONG=VALUE 
0361 C 
0362 C 	GET THE NEXT SIZE OF THIS MARKER 
0363 C IF OVERFLOW IN IWORK SHIFT LOWER SECTOR 
0364 C 	BACK 128 WORDS 
0365 
0366 	IFCIABSCINDEX).LE.128.0R•IND5.NE.254) GOTO 318 
0367 J2=IABSCINDEX) 
0368 	J3=254—J2 
0369 DO 315 .J=1,J3 




0374 	CALL EXECC14,66,IWRK2,128,MBANK,ISECT) 
0375 DO 317 1=2,428 
0376 	317 IWORKC1264-I)=IWRIC2CI) 
0377 IND4=CIABSCIND4)-127)*IND4/IABSCIND4) 
0378 	CALL LKTCHC2H0 aIND5,254,128) 
0379 318 IOLD=INDEX 
0380 	INDEX=0 
0381 CALL LKTCHC2H, ..INDEX,IABSCIND4),IABSCIOLD)) 
0382 	IFCINDEX.NE.0) GO TO 319 
0383 IEND1=1 
0384 	INDEX=IND4 
0385 319 IND2=IOLD 
0386 	CALL LKTCHC2H* ,IND2,IABS(INDEX),IABSCIOLD)) 
0387 IND3=IND2 
0388 C 
0389 	 CALL PIKIDCINDEx,10,IND3) 
039 .0 C 
0391 	 IBTI=IBUFc1)+IHUFC2) 
0392 IBT2=IBuF(3)+IBUF(4) 
0393 	 IBT3=IBUFc5)+IBUFC6) 
0394 DO 340 K=1,1ScNT 
0395 	97 FoRmATc2C2x,06,2x,A2)) 
0396 IFCISZIcK).ECI.IBTI.AND.ISZ2c1c).EQ.IBT2.AND. 
0397 	* 	 GO -TO 350 — '- 
0398 340 CONTINUE — 
0399 .0 	NOT FOUND — GO TO CLEAR AREAS 
0400 	 GOTO 400 
0401 C 	GET THE NUMERIC ENTRY 
0402 	350 VALUE=1. 
0403 IFCIND2;Ecl.IOLD) GO TO 360 
0404 	 CALL VALCIOLD,IND2,IERR,VALUE) 
0405 360 IAmmRKR)=INTcvALuE) 
0406 	 AREA=AREA+ARCK)*VALUE 
0407 C 
0408 C 	GET NEXT SIZE 
0409 C 
0410 	 IFcIENDI.NE.1) GO TO 318 
0411 CUmRKR)=RLONG*wiDTH/36 
0412 	 IFCIPG.EQ.0) GOTO 367 
0413 DO 366 I=1,IPG 
0414 	 IFCWIDTH.EQ.PGWC/» JWcMRKR)=I 
0415 366 CONTINUE—  
0416 	 EF0IRKR)=AREA/CCCmRKR)*100. 
0417 IFCEFCmRKR).LT.EFF) GOTO 400 
0418 	367 IFCIEND2.EQ -:1) —GO TO 420 
0419 GOTO 305— — 
0420 C 
0421 C 	CLEAR WORKING AREAS 
0422 C 
0423 	400 DO 410 K=1,ISCNT 
0424 410 IACKAMRKR)=0 
0425 	mKID1cmRKR)=IHLANK 
0426 mKID2cmRKR)=IBLANK 
0427 	 mKID3cmRKR)=IBLANK 
0428 mKID4CMRKR)=IBLANK 
0429 	 mKID5cmRKR)=IBLANK 
0430 mRKR=mRKR-1 
0431 C 
0432 C 	GET NEXT MARKER 
0433 C 
0434 	 GOTO 367 
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0435 C 
0436 C 	CREATE THE DISC FILE ITMP1 
0437 C IF THE SIZE OF (RRI+RR2=RR) IS GREATER THAN 128 THE 
0438 C 	FOLLOWING LINES MUST BE EXPANDED 
0439 C 
0440 	420 CALL EXEC(15,66,RR1,128,ITMP1,0) 
0441 IF(ISCNT.GT.64) CALL EXECC15,66,11112,128,ITMP1,1) 
0442 	ISECT=1 
0443 C 	THE FOLLOWING SECTION WORKS ONLY FOR A 60X100 MATRIX 
0444 	DO 425 K=1,99,2 
0445 ISECT=ISECT+1 
0446 	DO 422 1=1,60 
0447 IAWRK(I)=IACI,K) 
0448 	422 IAWRK(I+60)=IA(I,K+1) 
0449 CALL EXECC15,66,IAWRK,120,ITMPI,ISECT) . 
0450 425 CONTINUE 	. 
0451 	ISECT=ISECT+1 
04 52 C 
04 53 C 	DUMMY MARKERS 
0454 C 
04 55 	NRM=MRK3 
0456 IF(EFF.EQ.0.) GO TO 460 
0457 	DO 450-- I=10ISCNT 
0458 MRKR=MRKR+1 




0463 .450 IACI,MRKR)=1 
0464 C 
0465 C 	ADJUST MATRIX FOR CUTDOWNS 
0466 C 
0467 	460 DO 470 I=2,ISCNT 
0468 IF(KC(I).EQ.0) GO TO 470 
0469 	DO 465 J=1,MRKR 
0470 465 IACI,J)=IACIsJ)+IACI-1,J) 
0471 	RRCI)=RRCI)+RRCI..-1) 
0472 470 KC(I-1)=KC(I) 
0473 	KC(ISCNT)=0 
0474 CALL EXEC(15,66,KC,128,ITMPI,ISECT) 
0475 C 
0476 C 	ADD FABRIC STOCK CONSTRAINTS 
0477 C 
0478 	NR=ZSCNT 
0479 IF(IPG.EQ.0) GOTO 474 




0484 	473 KC(NR)=1 - 
0485 474 K=0 
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0486 C 
0487 C 	NONZERO ELEMENTS 
0488 C 
0489 	DO 480 J=1,MRKR 
0490 DO 475 I=1,ISCNT 




0495 475. CONTINUE 
0496 	IFCJW_CJ).EQ.0) GOTO 480 
0497. K=K+1 	— 
0498 	 IPCK)=ISCNT+JWCJ) 
0499 PCK)=36.*CCCJ)/PGWCJWCJ)) 
0500 	480 LPCJ)=K - 
0501 C 
0502 C 	THE FOLLOWING TWO SECTIONS 'CITMP2)GENINF) MUST BE 
0503 C ADJUSTED IF THE ARRAY SIZES WERE MODIFIED 
0 504 C 







0512 	CALL EiCECC15,66,LPT,LWAITMP2,0) 
0513 CALL EXECC15,66,KC,NR,ITMP2,1) 
05/4 	CALL EXECC15,66,CC1,128,ITMP2,2) 
0515 IFCMRKR.GT.64) CALL EXECC15,66,CC2,128sITMP2,3) 
0516 	CALL EXECC15,66,RR1,128,ITMP2,4) 




0521 	 ISECT=5 
0522 JJ=0 
0523 	IFCIBI.EQ.0) GOTO 540 
0524 DO 530 — I=TAIB1 
0525 	 ISECT=ISECT+1 
0526 DO 520 J=1,64 . 
0527 	520 BFRCJ)=PCJJ+J) 
0528 CALL EXECC15,66,BFR,12S,ITMP2,ISECT) 
0529 	 JJ=JJ+64 
0530 530 CONTINUE 
0531 	540 IB1=LPCMRKR)-.C128*INTCFLOATCLPCMRKR))/128.)) 
0532 IB3=IB1 
0533 	 IFCIBl.EQ.LPCMRKR)) IB1=LPCMRKR)»64 
0534 550,570,550 












DO 	560 J=1,181 
BFR(J)=P(JJ+J) 
IB1=IB1+IBI 
CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, BFR, I Bl, I TMP2, I SECT) 
JJ=0 
IF( 	 GOTO 610 
0543 DO 600- I= I, IB2 
0544 SECT= / SECT+ 1 
054 5 DO 590 J=1, 128 
0546 590 IBFR(J)081P(JJ-1-t1) 
0547 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, I BFR, 128, I TMP2) I SECT) 
0548 JJ=JJ+ 1 28 
0549 600 CONTINUE 
0550 610 IFC1B3•EQ.0) STOP 
0551 I SECT= / SECT+ 1 
0552 DO 	63. 0 J=1, 1B3 
0553 630 IBFR(J)IP(JJ+J) 
0554 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, 1 BFR, I B3, I TMP2, /SECT) 
0555 C 
0556 C CREATE THE DI SC FILE GENINF 
0557 C 
055$ CALL EXEC( 15, 66, I DI 	C, 44, GENI Nr, 0) 
0559 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 6 6, JW, 128, GENI NE, 1 ) 
0560 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, AR, 1 28, GENINF, 2) 
0561 I F( I SCNT.GT • 64) 	CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, AR2, 72, GENINFA 3) 
0562 CALL EXEC( 15, 66, I SZ 1, 60, GENINFs 4) 
0563 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, I SZ 2, 60, GENINF., 5) 
0564 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, I SZ3, 60, GENINF, 6) 
0565 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66,MKID1, 100, GENINFs 7) 
0566 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66,MKI D2, I 00, GENINF, 8) 
0567 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66AMKI D3, 1 00, G ENINF, 9 ) 
0568 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66,MKID4r 1 00, GENINF, 1 0) 
0569 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66,MHI D5, 1 00) GENINF, 1 1) 
0570 CALL EXEC( 1 5, 66, EF, 256, G ENINF, 1 2) 
057 1 C 
0572 C 
0573 C 
0574 C RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
057 5 C 




0579 C 	******************************************************* 
0580 C 
0581 	SUBROUTINE LKTCH(ICHAR,INDEX,IF,IB) 
0582 C 
0583 C 	**************************************** 
0584 C SUBROUTINE LKTCH 
0585 C 	**************************************** 
0586 C 
0587 C 	LKTCH LOCATES THE FIRST OCCURENCE OF A SPECIFIED CHAR. IN 
0588 C A PACKED STRING OF CHARACTERS (TWO CHARACTERS PER WORD). 
0589 C 	ONLY THOSE SUBSTRINGS ARE SEARCHED WHERE THE SPECIFIED CHA 
0590 C MAY APPEAR. A NEGATIVE (POSITIVE) POINTER INDICATES A LEFT 
0591 C 	(RIGHT) JUSTIFIED CHARACTER. 
0592 C 
0593. C 	GLOSSARY 
0594 C 1. ICHAR ; CHARACTER TO BE LOCATED 
0595 C 	 2 -; INDEX t (+,—) POINTER FOR THE POSITION OF 
0596 C ICHAR IN THE SUBSTRING 
0597 C 	 3. IR 	s LOWER BOUNDARY OF THE SUBSTRING 
























DO 10 I=IBB,IF 
IW=IWORK(I) 
IF(CIW/256)*256.NE.ICHAR) GO TO 5 
INDEX=—I 
	
20 	FORMAT(" INDEX =",I4) 
RETURN 
5 	IW=IWORK(I) 

























0626 C PIKID 	OPERATES ON A SPECIFIED PACKED STRING OF CHARACTERS 
0627 C THE BASIC FUNCTION OF THE SUBROUTINE IS TO UNPACK THE STRI 
0628 C AND STORE THE CHARACTERS IN A BUFFER (CHAR. BY CHAR.). 
0629 C THE ODD (EVEN) NUMBER OF CHAR. ARE STORED AS LEFT(RrGHT) 
0630 C JUSTIFIED. ONLY THE SPECIFIED -MAX NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 
0631 C IS UNPACKED Ai"JD THE REST IS IGNORED. 
0632 C PIKID IS USED BY THE CALLING PROGRAM IN THE PROCESS OF 
0633 C NAME IDENTIFICATION. 
0634 C 
0635 C GLOSSARY 
0636 C 1. IDX 	: 	UPPER BOUNDARY OF THE STRING 
0637 C 2. LIMIT i MAX NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN A NAME 
0638 C 3. ISTRT : 	LOWER BOUNDARY OF THE STRING 
0639 C 4. IBUF 	: BUFFER AREA WHERE THE UNPACKED 
0640 C CHARACTERS ARE STORED 
0641 C 
0642 C ********************************************************** 
0643 C 
0644 COMMON IDUM(2),IWORK(254),IDUMM(2),IBUF(12) 
0645 IBLANK=2H 
0646 NULL=1 
0647 DO 	10 1=1,10 
0648 10 IBUFCI)=IBLANK 
0649 IK=IABS(IDX) 




0654 IF(ISTRT.GE.0) GO TO 20 
0655 JP=JP+1 
0656 IBUFCJP)=IWORK(JK)*256 





0662 IFCJP.EQ.LIMIT) GO TO 30 
0663 JP=JP+1 
0664 IBUF(JP)=IWORK(JK)*256 
0665 GOTO 20 
0666 30 IF(IBUF(JP).EQ.(NULL*256)*256) 	IBUFCJP)=2H 
0667 DO 40 1=1,9,2 
0668 40 IBUF(I)=CIBUF(I)/256)*256 
0669 DO 	50 1=2,10,2 
0670 .50 IBUFCI)=IBUF(I)/256 
0671 RETURN 





















0681 C VAL CONVERTS A PACKED ALPHA STRING INTO A NUMERIC. 
0682 C AT FIRST THE STRING IS UNPACKED AND EACH CHARACTER IS 
0683 C STORED CLEFT JUSTIFIED) INTO A WORKING AREA CONE CHARACTER 
0684 C PER WORD). THEN EACH CHARACTER IS CONVERTED TO THE CORRES- 
0685 C PONDING NUMERIC AND THE VALUE OF THE STRING IS EVALUATED 
0686 C 
0687 C GLOSSARY s 
0688 C 1. IT 	: 	LOWER 	BOUNDARY OF THE 	STRING 
0689 C INDEX : UPPER BOUNDARY OF THE STRING 
0690 C 3 	I ERR 	: 	ERROR FLAG C 0,1 	). IF IERR=1 
0691 C ILLEGAL CHARACTER EN NUMERIC FIELD 
0692 C 4. VALUE : 	VALUE OF THE NUMERIC 
0693 C 5. LN 	: CONTAINS THE ALPHA REPRESENTATION 
0694 C OF THE NUMBERS 0-9 
0695 C 
069 6 C ********************************************************** 
0697 C 
0698 DIMENSION IW1C15),LNC10) 
0699 COMMON IDUM(2),IWORKC254),IDUMM(2),IBUFC12) 
07 00 DATA LN/2H0 ,2H1 ,2H2 ,2H3 ,2H4 ,2H5 ,2H6 ,2H7 ,2H8 ,2H9 / 
0701 DATA IBLANK,IPRD,NULL/2H 	,2H. ,2H 	/ 





0707 DO 	5 1=1,10 
0708 5 LNCI)=CLNCI)/256)*256 
0709 C 









0719 10 IcILD.IoLD+1 
0720 IEIABSCINDEX)-1 
0721 IFCIE.LT.IOLD) GO TO 	17 
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0722 	 DO 1 5 .J=I- OLD, I E 
0723 K=K+ 1 
0724 	 IW=IWORK(J) 
0725 IW1(K)=( IW/ 256)*256 
07 26 	 K=K+ 
0727 IW1(K)=IWORK(J) 
0728 	 IW1 (K)=IW 1 (K)*256 
07 29 15 CONTINUE 
0730 	17 	I F( INDEK.LT 0) GO TO 20 
0731 K=K+ 1 
0732 	 IW1(K)=IWORK(IE+1) 
0733 IW 1 (K)=CIW1(K)/256)*256 
0734 C 
0735 C 	CONVERT THE UNPACKED ALPHA STRING TO NUMERI C 
0736 C 
0737 	20 VALUE=0. 
0738 LDP=K 
0739 	 DO 40 I= 1,K 
0740 DO 30 J=1, 10 
0741 	90 FORMAT C " IW= ", 06, 5X, A2) 
0742 IF( IW1( I) .E61.LN(J) ) GO TO 35 
0743 	30 	CONTINUE- 
0744 IF( /W1 ( I) • EQ. IBLANK.OR. IW 1 ( I ) .EG1.NULL) GOV) 40 
0745 	 IF( IW 1 ( I ) 	I PRD) GO TO 33 
0746 LDP= I 
0747 	 GOTO 40 
0748 33 	WRITE( 1, 100) 
0749 	100 FORMAT ( " FATAL ERROR ILLEGAL CHARACT ER IN NUM. FIELD") 
07 50 I ERR= 1 
07 51 	 RETURN 
07 52 35 VALUE= 1 0 .*VALUE+ FLOAT (J- 1 ) 
07 53 	40 	CONTINUE 
07 54 VALUE=VALUE*. 1** (K-L DP ) 
07 55 	 RETURN 
07 56 END 
07 57 	 ENDS 
07 58 C 
07 59 C 
07 60 : : 
0761 :JF, ST 
07 62 :PR, FTN4, 2, 1,99 
0763 :LU,7, 
0764 : PR, LOADR, 2,7 
0765 RLIB 
0766 7:ML I BP ZCI- I B, RDI RC, RFLPA, /E 
0767 : ST, 13. 
0768 :TY 
34t*** I. T ST run *At** 
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0006 	 PROGRAM LP8 
0007 C 
0008 C 	************************************************** 
0009 C 
0010 C 	 PROGRAM LP8 
0011 C 
0012 C 	************************************************** 
0013 C 
0014 C 
0015 C 	LP8 IS THE OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM. IT USES A LINEAR INTEGER 
0016 C PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR FINDING AN INTEGER SOLUTION. 
001 , 7 C 	THE SOLUTION IS STORED IN FILE OUTINF WHICH IS AN INPUT 
0018 C FILE TO . LPM2 C PRODUCTION REPORT ). 
0019 C 	R(2(141+N3)) 	: CONSTRAINT VALUE 
0020 C KCC2CNI-1-N3)) : TYPE OF CONSTRAINT 
0021 C 	BIS 	 : BASIC INTEGER SOLUTION 
0022 C NPS s # OF ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS IN- STACK 
0023 C 	ISM 	 : ORDER INDEX OF VAR WITH SMALLEST RE- 
0024 C MAINDER 
0025 C 	KCSCN4) 	 : KIND OF CONSTRAINT 
0026 C CSCN4) : VALUE OF CONSTRAINT 
0027 C 	ICS(N4) 	 : INDEX OF CONSTRAINED VARIABLE--CARRIER 
0028 C OF BRANCHING INFORMATION 
0029 C 	IPS014) 	 : POINTER TO LOCATION IN CONSTRAINT STACK 
0030 C WHERE CONSTRAINT OF J—TH VAR IS STORED 
0031 C 
0032 C 	************************************************ 
0033 C 
0034 C 	 DISC FILE DOCUMENTATION 
0035 C 
0036 C 	************************************************ 
0037 C 
0038 C 	THE READING AND WRITTING ON THE DISC PROCEDURES AND THE 
0039 C SPACE ORGANIZATION IN THE DISC FILES ON THE DISC ARE 
0040 C 	DEPENTED ON THE ARRAY SIZES. HENCE ANY CHANGE ON THE 
0041 C CURRENT MEMORY SET—UP MUST BE FOLLOWED BY THE PROPER 
















SPECIFICATIONS : 	TYPE OF DATA 	BINARY 
LENGTH 	 13 SECTORS 
(CURRENT SET-UP) 
00 50 C OPERATION 	OVER-WRITTING 
0051 C NO DIRECTORY 
0052 C 
00 53 C DISC FILE GENINF HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
00 54 C 
0055 C I. IDISC(44.4N3) 	: EQUIVALENCED TO 
0056 C DME 	 : DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY 
0057 C IS .NUMBER OF SIZES IN REQ. FILE 
0058 C IPG 	 : 	NUMBER OF FABRIC WIDTHS , 
0059 C PGW(N3) 	: FABRIC WIDTHS 
0060 C PGQCN3) : 	FABRIC QUANTITIES IN YDS ON STOCK 
0061 C C FOR EVERY WIDTH ) 
0062 C RESERVED SPACE : 	I SECTOR 
0063 C 
0064 C 2. JWCN2) 	: 	IDENTIFIES WIDTH FOR REAL MARKERS 
0065 C C 	 J-TH MARKER MADE FOR 
0066 C I-TH WIDTH ) 
0067 C RESERVED SPACE : 1 SECTOR 
0068 C 
0069 C 3. AR(N1) 	 PATTERN AREA ( FOR EVERY SIZE ) 
0070 C RESERVED SPACE : 2 SECTORS 
0071 C 
0072 C 4. MKID1(142),MKID2(N2),MKID3(N2),MKID4(N2), 
0073 C MKID5(N2) 	: 	MARKER ID . TWO CHARACTERS PER WORD , 
0074 C RESERVED SPACE 	5 SECTORS 
0075 C 
0076 C ********************************************************** 
0077 C 
0078 C B: 	OUTINF 
0079 C 
0080 C SPECIFICATIONS 	 TYPE OF DATA : BINARY 
0081 C LENGTH 	: 8 SECTORS 
0082 C (CURRENT SET-UP) 
0083 C OPERATION 	OVER-WRITTING 
0084 C NO DIRECTORY 
0085 C 
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009 2 C 
009 3 C 
0094 C 
009 5 C 










































DISC FILE OUTINF HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
POINTER LINKING ACTUAL COLUMN INDECES 
IN LP SOLUTION WITH ORIGINAL INDECES OF 
UKNOWN VARIABLES. IT IS EQUIVALENCED TO 
KBB1,KBB2,KBB3, FROM BELOW , WHERE THE 
FIRST 3 WORDS OF KBB1 ARE EQUIVALENCED TO 
NUMBER OF MARKERS ( INCLUDING DUMMY ) 
VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ( TOTAL FABRIC AREA) 
NUMBER OF INTEGER ITERATION STEPS. PRINTED IN 
PRODUCTION REPORT AS "... REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
RESERVED SPACE : 3 *SECTORS 
t RESULTING VALUES OF UNKNOWN VARIABLES 
EQUIVALENCED TO AB1,AB2,AB3,AB4,AB5 










TYPE OF DATA : BINARY 
LENGTH 	 3+N1+N4+2N5+2N8 
OPERATION 	: OVER-WRITTING 
NO DIRECTORY 
DISC FILE ITMP2 HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
1. LPT(3+N5) 
	
t BUFFER AREA WITH THE FOLOWING EQUIVALENCES 
LPT(1) =NR ; NUMBER OF ROWS 
LPT(2) =NV(MRKR IN LPG) : NUMBER OF VARIABLES (MARKERS) 
LPT(3) =NRM : NUMBER OF REAL MARKERS 
THE PART OF LPT BELOW THE THIRD WORD IS 
EQUIVALENCED TO LP WHERE, 
LP(N5) 
	
: NUMBER OF NONZERO ELEMENTS IN EACH COLUMN 
OF THE MATRIX MA CIA FOR LPG ) 
2. KC(Nl+N3) 
	













NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX MA 
6. IP(N8) 
	
ROW POINTERS FOR EACH ELEMENT OF P 




0139 	 DOUBLE PRECISION RATIO, RATMIN 
0140 INTEGER OUTINF 	 . 
0141 	 DIMENSION C(300)• Cl ( 64), C2( 64)•LQT( 303), 0(3000), IQ(3000), 
0142 &R(140),KC(140),111( 64),R2( 64),BFR( 64), IBFRC 128), COLIN(300).• 
0143 	&LQ(300)•LC300), /TMP2(3),OUTINF(3),KBB1(128),KBB2(1.28).• 
0144 &KBB3(48),AB1C 64),AB2(64),AB3(64),AB4(64)•AB5(44), 
0145 	&IB(300),KB(300), CS( 160)..HCS( 160), ICS( 160)• IPSC160) 
0146 DIMENSION KBB( 300),ABC 300), IRGEN( 3) 
0147 	 COMMON C1,1 I DUM C 4 ) • L I DUM 2 C 4 ) I CI 
0148 C 
0149 	 EQUIVALENCE (C(1).• C1), C CC 65).• C2) 
01 50 EQUIVALENCE (RC 1),R1), (RC 65),R2) . 
01 51 	 EQUIVALENCE ( BFR( 1), I BFR) 
01 52 EQUIVALENCE (LQT(4)•LQ) 
01 53 	 EQUIVALENCE (KBB1 ( 1), RKBB), CHBB1 ( 128),KBBC 124) ), 
01 54 &CFCBB2 ( 128 ),HBBC 252) ), CICHB3(48),KBB(300) ) 
01 55 	 EQUIVALENCE CAB( 1)sAB1), (ABC 65)•AB2), CAB( 129)•AB3), 
0156 & 	 (ABC 193),AB4), CAB(257),AB5) 
0157 C 
01 58 	 DATA I RG EN/ 2HLP, 2HM2, 2H / 
0.1 59 DATA OUTINF/ 2HOU, 2HT I 2HNP/ 
0160 	 DATA EPS, NPS, IPS/1 • 	201*0/ 
0161 DATA INP, LO UT/ l• 1/ 
01.62 	 DATA ITMP2/2HIT, 2HMP, 2H2 / 
0163 INIT=0 
0164 	 BEST=1•E+12 
0165 190 WRITE(LOUTr9 ) 
0166 	9 FORMAT( " FIRST-BEST INTEGER SOLUTION") 
0167 READ( INT', 10) NNN 
0168 	10 FORMAT ( A2) 
0169 I FCNNN•NE.2HFI •AND•NNN•NE•2HBE) GOTO 190 
0170 	200 INI T= INIT4;1 
017 1 It= 
0172 C 
0173 C 	GET THE MODEL FROM THE DISC FILE ITMP2 
0174 C 
017 5 C 	THE FOLLOWING SECTION MUST BE ADJUSTED IF THE ARRAY SIZES 
01.76 C INVOLVED WERE MODIFI ED• 
0177 C 
0178 	 CALL LXECC 14, 66,LQT, 128) ITMP2, 0) 
0179 NR=LQT( 1 ) 
0180 	 NV=LQTC 2) 
0181 NRM=L QT C 3) . 
0182 	 CALL EXEC( 1.4, 66•KC, NRi ITMP2, 1) 
0183 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, Cl, 128, ITMP2, 2) 
0.184 	 FCNV•GT• 64) CALL EXEC( 14, 66, C2, 128, ITMP2, 3) 
018 5 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, R1, 128, ITMP2, 4 ) 






0191 	IF(IB1.EQ.0) GOTO 54 
0192 DO 53 r=1 -...IBI 
0193 	ISECT=ISECT+1 
0194 CALL EXEC(14,66,BFR,128,ITMP2,ISECT) 
0195 	DO 52 J=1,64 
0196 52 Q(JJ+J)=BFRCJ) 
0197 	JJ=JJ+64 
0198 53 CONTINUE 
0199 	54 IBI=LQ(NV)-(128*INT(FLOAT(LQ(NV))/128.)) 
0200 IB3=I81 
0201 	IFCIB1.EQ.LQ(NV)) IB1=LQ(NV)-64 
0202 IF(IB1:ECI:0) GOTO 57 
0203 	ISECT=ISECT+1 
0204 IB1=IB1+IB1 
0205 	CALL EXEC(14,66,BFR,IB1,ITMP2,ISECT) 
0206 IBI=IB1/2 
0207 	 DO 56 J=1,IB1 
0208 56 Q(JJ+J)=BFR(J) 
0209 	57 JJ=20 
0210 IF(IB2.EQ.0) GOTO 61 
0211 	 DO 60 r.1;1132 
0212 ISECT=ISECT+1 
0213 	 CALL. EXEC( 14, 66, I BFR, 128, I TH132, I SECT) 
0214 DO 59 J=1,128 
0215 	59 IQ(JJ+J)=IBFR(J) 
0216 JJ=JJ+128 
0217 	60 CONTINUE 
0218 61 IF(IB3.EQ.0) GOTO 64 
0219 	ISECT=ISECT+1 
0220 CALL EXEC(14,66,IBFR,IB3,ITMP2,ISECT) 
0221 	 DO 63 J=1,IB3 
0222 63 IO(JJ+J)=IBFR(J) 
0223 	64 CONTINUE 
0224 /NDEX=3000-LQ(NV) 
0225 	DO 5 J=1,LCI(NV) 
0226 ISI(INDEX+J)=61(J) 














MODIFY ORIGINAL LP PROBLEM BY INTEGER 
PROGRAMMING CONSTRAINTS AND ADDING SLACK AND 
ART I FI CI AL VARIABLES 
NC=NV 
I l= INDEX 
023 5 DO 202 J=1, NC 
0236 IA=IZ+1 
0237 IZ=INDEX+LQ(J) 
0238 DO 201 	I= I A, IZ 
0239 K:3K+ 1 
0240 OCK)=G1( I ) 
0241 201 IQCK)=IQC I ) 
0242 IF C IPS(J) .EQ.0) 	GO TO 2011 
0243 C 
0244 C ADD I NEGER PROGRAMMING CONSTRAINTS 
0245 C 
0246 NR=NR+ 1 
0247 RICNR)=CSCIPSCJ)) 
0248 KCCNR)=KCSC IPS CJ) 
0249 I PSCJ)=0 
0250 K:=K+1_ _ 
0251 QICK)1. 
0252 I QCK)=NR 
0253 2011 LOCJ)=K 
0254 202 CICJ)=-•CCJ) 
0255 C 
0256 C ADD SLACK AND ARTIFICIAL VARIABLES . 
0257 C 
0258 DO 204 I= 1,NR 
0259 113(1)=0 
0260 j23 1 
0261 203 NI>NC+1 





0267 I F(KCC I) .LE. 	•AND•J .GT.0) 	C(NC)=-•1 E3 
0268 Jz:J*KCC  
0269 I FCJ .LT.0) GO TO 203 
0270 204 CONTINUE 
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0271 C 
0272 C 	ADD THE RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTOR TO THE MATRIX 
0273 C 
0274 	 NCI=NC+1 
0275 CCNC1)=0, 
0276 	 DO 2041 r.1,NR 
0277 K=K+1 
0278 	 QCK)=RCI) 
0279 2041 IQCK)=I 
0280 	 LQ(NC1)=K 
0281 C 	  GET INITIAL BASIS 	  
0282 	 .J=INC1 
0283 DO 207 K=1, NR 
0284 	205 J=J-1 
0285 IFCJ.LE,O) GO TO 208 
0286 	 NOZER=0 - 
0287 NOONE=0 
0288 	 DO 206 I=1,NR 
0289 IFCACI,J).GT.-EPS•ANDeACI,J).LT.EPS) NOZER=NOZER+1 
0290 	 IFCACI,J)::LE-4:1. -.EPS.OR.ACIadi.G .E.1 . tEPS) GO TO 206 
0291 NOONE=NOONE+T  
0292 	 NOHIT=I 
0293 206 CONTINUE 
0294 	 IFCNOONE.NE,1.0R.NOZER.NE.NR-1.0R.IBCNOHIT),NE.0) GO TO 205 
0295 COLINCNOHITY=CCJY 
0296' 	KBCNOHIT)=J 
0297 207 IBCNOHIT)=J 
0298 	208 DO 209 I=1, NR 
0299 IFCIBCI).NE.0) GO TO 209 
0300 	 WRITE (1;120) 
0301 GO TO 224 
0302 209 CONTINUE 
0303 C 	 . 	 ELIMINATE BASIC VARIABLES FROM OBJECTIVE FCN 
0304 	 - DO 211 J=1,NC1 
0305 DO 210 I=1,NR 
0306 	210 (:CJ)=CCJ)-COLINCI)*ACI,J) 
0307 211 CCJ)=-CCJ) 
0308 C   BEGIN MAIN ITERATION LOOP 
0309 	 IT=0 
0310 221 INCOL=0 
0311 	 CMIN=-EPS 
0312 DO 222 J=1,NC 
0313 	 IFCCCJ).GE . CMIN) GO TO 222 
0314 OK/N=CW) 
0315 	 INCOL=J 
0316 222 CONTINUE 
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0317 C 	  PICK ROW TO PIVOT ON 
0318 	 IF(INCOL.EQ.0) GO TO 300 
0319 INROW=0 
0320 	 RATMIN=99999999. 
0321 DO 223 I=1,NR 
0322 	 IFCA(I,INCOL).LE.EPS) GO TO 223 
0323 RATIO=ACIANCIY/A<IJINCOL) 
0324 	 IF(RATIO.GE.RATMIN) GO TO 223 
0325 RATMIN=RATIO 
0326 	 INROW=I 
0327 223 CONTINUE 
0328 C 	  UNBOUNDED SOLUTION 
0329 	 IF(INROW.NE.0) GO TO 225 
0330 224 WRITE (INP0119) 
0331 	 STOP 
0332 C 	  PIVOT 
0333 	225 J=KBCINROW) 
0334 KB(INROW)=INCOL 
0335 	 DO 226 I=1,NR 
0336 226 COLIN(I)=A<IPINCOL) 
0337 	 CSTIN=C(INCOL) 
0338. COEF=ACINROWAINCOL) 
0339 	 N=LQCNC1) 
0340 C 
0341 C 	UPDATE THE STRINGS Q AND IQ AND MOVE THEM 
0342 C TO THE END OF THE ARRAYS 
0343 C 
0344 	 NN=3000 
0345 0=NC1+1 
0346 	231 IFCJ.EQ.1) GO TO 240 
0347 LQ(JY=NN 
0348 
0349 	 M=0 
0350 IF(J.GT+1) M=LQ6.11) 
0351 	 IFCA(INROW,J).NE.0.) GO TO 233 
0352 232 QCNN)=QCN) 	- 	- 
0353 	 IQCNN)=IQ(N) 
0354 N=N- 1 
0355 	 NN=NN.•1 
0356 IFCN.GT.M) GO TO 232 
0357 	 COTO - 231 
0358 . 233 CORR=A(INROW,J)/COEF 
0359 	 CW)=C(J)•.•CSTIN*CORR 
0360 I=NR+1 
0361 	234 IF(I:EQ.1) GO TO 231 
0362 
0363 	 IF(I.NE.INROW) GO TO 235 
0364 Q(NN)=CORR 
0365 	 GOTO 239 
0366 235 IF(COLINCI).EQ.0.) GO TO 238 
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0367 C 
0368 C 	CHECK THE GAP BETWEEN THE ACTIVE LOCATIONS 
0369 C OF THE Q AND IQ ARRAYS FOR NON—OVERLAPPING 
0370 C 
0371 	 IFCI.EQ.IQM).AND.N.GT.M) GO TO 237 
0372 IFM:LT .:NN) GU TO 236 
0373 	WRITECINP, 130) J 
0374 130 FORMATC" DYNAMIC STORAGE OVERLAP AT J="..I3) 
0375 	 STOP. 
0376 236 N=N+1 
0377 	QCN)=0. 
0378 237 QCNN)=QM)—COLINCI)*CORR 
0379 	 GOTO 239 
0380 238 EFCI.NE.IQM).0R.N.LE.M) GO TO 234 
0381 	 QMNY=Q(N) 
0382 239 IQMN)=I 
0383 	 N=N-1 
0384 IF (ABSCQCNN)).GT.EPS) NN=NN.-1 
0385 	 GO TO 234 
0386 C 
0387 C 	BRING THE STRINGS A AND IQ BACK TO THE BEGGINING 
0388 C OF THE ARRAYS 
0389 C 
0390 	240 K=0. 
0391 NN=NN+1 . 
0392 	 DO 241 I=NN, 3000 
0393 K=K+1 
0394 	 QCK)=QCI) 
0395 241 IGICK)=/QC/) 
0396 	DO 242 J=1,NC1 
0397 242 LQCJ)=LQCJ+1)-3000+K 
0398 	IT=IT+1 
0399 GO TO 221 
0400 C 
0401 C 	OPTIMUM REAL OR INEGER SOLUTION REACHED ; 
0402 C CHECK THE INTEGRALITY AND FORMULATE AN 
0403 C 	ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINT 
0404 C 
0405 	300 IFCABS(CCNC1)).GT.1E+5) GOTO 406 
0406 L(1)=1 
0407 	 DO 302 I=2, NR 
0408 J=I-1 
0409 	301 IF CKBCI).GT.KB(LCJ))) GO TO 302 
0410 LCJ+1)=L(j) -- 
0411 	J=J-1 
0412 IF (J.GT.0) GO TO 301 








SELECT THE NEXT INTEGER CONSTRAINT 
0417 SMALL=1. 
0418 I=1 
0419 401 REM=AMODCACLCI),NC1),1.) 
0420 12 FORMATC2C2X,I4),2C2X,Ef0.3)) 
0421 IF CREM.GE.SMALL.OR.REM.LE.EPS.OR.REM.GE.1.-EPS) GO ► 0 
0422 SMALL= REM 
0423 ISM=LCI) 
0424 402 1=1+1 
0425 IFCICBCLCI)).LE.NRM.AND.I.LE.NR) GOTO 401 
0426 TEMP=-CCNC1). 
0427 IFCSMALL.LT.FLOATC1).AND.TEMP.LT.BEST) GO TO 410 
0428 IF CSMALL.LT.1.)GO TO 406 
0429 IF C-CCNCT).GE:BEST) GO TO 406 
0430 BEST=-CCNC1). 	- 
0431 DO 405 I=1,NR 
0432 KBBCI)=KBCLCI)) 
0433 ABCI)=ACLCI),NC1) 






0440 IFCNNN.NE.2HFI) GOTO 406 
0441 GOTO 4061 - 
0442 C 
0443 406 IF C/CSCNPS).GT.0) GO TO 407 
0444 C 
0445 C REMOVE AN APPLIED INTEGER CONSTRAINT 
0446 C FROM THE STACK 
0447 C 
0448 NPS=NPS-1 




















































C 	CREATE THE DISC FILE OUTINF 
C 
C 	THE FOLLOWING SECTION MUST BE ADJUSTED IF THE ARRAY 





CALL EXECC15, 66,KBB1, 128,OUTINF, 0) 
CALL EXEC(15, 66,KB132, 128, OUTINF, 1) 
CALL EXECC15, 66,1{BB3, 48, OUT I NFA 2) 
CALL EXECC15, 66,ABI, 128,OUT/NF,3) 
CALL EXECC15, 66, AB2, 128, OUT INF, 4) 
CALL EXECC15, 66, AB3, 128, OUTINF, 5) 
CALL EXECC15, 66, AB4:, 128) OUT INF, 6) 




• PASS CONTROL TO THE PRODUCTION. 
























103 FORMATC1H ) 
104 FORMATC10I4) 
105 FORMATC5E12.4) 
118 FORMAT C" NEGATIVE RHS IN ROW", I3) 
119 FORMAT C"*****RUN ABORTED") 




0499 	FUNCTION ACI,J) 
0500 C 
0501 C 	************************************************* 
0502 C FUNCTION A 
0503 C 	************************************************* 
0504 C 
0505 C 	PURPOSE : FUNCTION A CONVERTS THE REFERENCES TO DENSE 
0506 C LP MATRIX COEFFICIENTS A , USED IN ORIGINAL LP PROGRAM, 
0507 C 	INTO REFERENCES TO STRING OF NON-ZERO MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
0508 C 
0509 	COMMON Q(3000),IDUM(4),LQ(300),IDUM2C4),IG1C3000) 
0510 A=0. 
0511 	M=0 
0512 IFCJ.GT.1) M=LQ(J-1) 
0513 	K=LON)+1 
0514 1 	K=K-1 
0515 	CF(K.EQ.M) RETURN 
0516 IFCI-I0cK)) 1,2,3 
0517 	2 	A=C1(10 









0527 ML I ay %CL /13, RDI RC" RFLPIAP1 E 
0528 :ST,P 
0 529 :TY 







0006 	 PROGRAM LPM2 
0007 C 
0008 C 
0009 C **************************************************** 
0010 C 
0011 C 	 PROGRAM LPM2 
0012 C 
0013 C 	**************************************************** 
0014 C 
0015 C 	LPM2 IS THE PRODUCTION REPORT GENERATOR OF THE 
0016 C SYSTEM. THE PRODUCTION REPORT BREAK—DOWN IS THE 
0017 C 	 FOLLOWING : 
0018 C 1. REGULAR MARKER ASSIGNMENTS 
0019 C 	 2. LIST OF REJECTED REGULAR MARKERS 
0020 C 3. LIST OF DUMMY MARKERS 
0021 C 	 4. PRODUCTION SUMMARY 
0022 C . 5. LIST OF CUT—DOWNS 
0023 C 	 6. BALANCE OF FABRIC 
0024 C 
0025 C 	THE FOLLWING ARRAYS ARE USED IN LPM2 THE SIZES OF 
0026 C ARRAYS ARE SPECIFIED IN AN ATTACHED TABLE 
0027 C 
0028 C 	 1. KK1CN6),KK2CN6)......ICK5CN6) : LIST OF 
0029 C ID OF REJECTED REGULAR MARKERS. IN A 
0030 C 	 LATER PHASE KK1CN6) IS USED AS POINTER 
0031 C TO THE SIZES IN A CUT—DOWN GROUP 
0032 C 
0033 C 	 2. IDMCN7) s AUXILIARY ARRAYS USED FOR 
0034 C CUT—DOWNS ALLOCATION 
0035 C 	 3. JDMCN7) : 
0036 C 4. KDMCN7) 
0037 C 	 5. MDMCN7) : 
0038 C 6. MRCN6) 
0039 C 
0040 C 	 THE INPUT OF LPM2 IS FROM LP8 AND LPG. THE FOLLOWING 
0041 C DISC FILES ARE USED s 
0042 C 
0043 C 	 1. GENINF : CREATED BY LPG 
0044 C 2. OUTINF 	 • 	BY LP8 
0045 C 	 3. ITMP1 BY LPG 


















* 	 * 
* DISC FILE DOCUMENTATION 
************************************************ 
0055 C THE READING AND WRITTING ON THE DISC, PROCEDURES AND THE 
0056 C SPACE ORGANIZATION IN THE DISC FILES ON THE DISC ARE DEPENTE 
0057 C ON THE ARRAY SIZES. HENCE ANY CHANGE ON THE CURRENT MEMRY 
0058 C SET-UP MUST BE FOLLOWED BY THE PROPER ADJUSTMENT OF THESE 
0059 C PROCEDURES AND FILES. 
0060 C 
0061 C A: 	GENINF 
0062 C 
0063 C SPECIFICATIONS 	 TYPE OF DATA 	BINARY 
0064 C LENGTH 	 13 SECTORS 
0065 C (CURRENT SET-UP) 
0066 C OPERATION 	OVER-WRITTING 
0067 C NO DIRECTORY 
0068 C 
0069 C DISC FILE GENINF HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
0070 C 
0071 C 1. IDISCC4+4N3) 	EQUIVALENCED TO 
0072 C - DME 	 : DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY 
0073 C IS : 	NUMBER OF SIZES IN REQ. FILE 
0074 C IPG 	 : NUMBER OF FABRIC WIDTHS 
007 5 C PGW(N3) 	: 	FABRIC WIDTHS 
007 6 C PGQ(N3) : FABRIC QUANTITIES IN YDS ON STOCK - 
0077 C C FOR EVERY WIDTH ) 
0078 C RESERVED SPACE 	1 SECTOR 
0079 C 
0080 C 2. JW(N2) 	 IDENTIFIES WIDTH FOR REAL MARKERS 
0081 C ( JW(J)=I, J-TH MARKER MADE FOR 
0082 C I-TH WIDTH ) 
. 0083 C RESERVED SPACE : 	1 SECTOR 
0084 C 
008 5 C 3. AR(N1) 	: 	PATTERN AREA (FOR EVERY SIZE) 
0086 C RESERVED SPACE : 2 SECTORS 
0087 C 
0088 C 4. MKID1(N2),MKID2(N2),MKID3(N2),MKID4(N2), 
0089 C MKID5(N2) 	: 	MARKER ID 	TWO CHARACTERS PER WORD 
0090 C RESERVED SPACE : 5 SECTORS 
0091 C 















SPECIFICATIONS : 	 TYPE OF DATA : BINARY 
LENGTH 	 8 SECTORS 
(CURRENT SET—UP) 
0099 C OPERATION 	: OVER—WRITTING 
0100 C NO DIRECTORY 
0101 C 
0102 C DISC FILE OUTINF HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
0103 C 
0104 C 1. KBBCN5) : 	POINTER LINKING ACTUAL COLUMN INDECES 
0105 C IN LP SOLUTION WITH ORIGINAL INDECES OF 
0106 C UKNOWN VARIABLES. IT IS EQUIVALENCED TO 
0107 C KBEll,KBB2,KBB3, FROM BELOW , WHERE THE 
0108 C FIRST 3 WORDS OF KBB1 ARE EQUIVALENCED TO 
0109 C NRB : NUMBER OF MARKERS ( INCLUDING DUMMY ) 
0110 C TAT s VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ( TOTAL FABRIC AREA) 
0111 C INIT: NUMBER. OF INTEGER ITERATION STEPS. PRINTED IN 
0112 C PRODUCTION REPORT AS "... REAL ANC, INT SOLUTIONS . 
01.13 C RESERVED SPACE : 3 - SECTORS 
0114 C 
0115 C 2. AB(N5) s 	RESULTING VALUES OF UNKNOWN VARIABLES 
0116 C EQUIVALENCED TO : AB1,AB2,AB3,AB4,AB5 
0117' C RESERVED SPACE : 5 SECTORS 
0.1.1.8 C 
0119 C ********************************************************** 
0120 C 
0121 C C. 	ITMP1 
0122 C 
0123 C SPECIFICATIONS : 	 TYPE OF DATA : BINARY 
0124 C LENGTH 	: 2+(N2/2) SCTS 
0125 C OPERATION 	OVER—WRITTING 
0126 C NO DIRECTORY 
0127 C 
0128 C DISC FILE ITMP1 HAS THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
0129 C 
0130 C 1. RR(N5) s QUANTITIES OF GARMENTS REQUIRED 
0131 C ( RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE MODEL ) 
0132 C EQUIVALENCED TO RR1,RR2 
0133 C RESERVED SPACE : 2 SECTORS 
0134 C 
0135 C 2. IAWRK(N2) : WORKING AREA FOR STORING ROWISE THE 
0136 C MATRIX MA (IA FOR LPG), WHERE 
0137 C MA(N1,N2) 	: COEFFICIENTS OF THE PROBLEM 
0138 C RESERVED SPACE : ( N2/2) SECTORS 
0139 C 




0143 	 INTEGER OUTINF, GENINF 
0144 DIMENSION CC(300), RR( 128)•MRC300),KC( 128), IDMC 128), 
• 014 5 	&MAC 60, 100),ARC100)•MICID1( 100),MICID2C100),MKID3(100), 
0146 &MICID4(100),MKID5C100),KK1(128),KK2C128)..KK3(128),ICK4C128) • 
0147 	&XIC5C128),JDM(128),PGW(10),PGQ(10),X8BC300),ABC300)."XDMC128), 
0148 &MDM( 128), IDISCC44),JWC128),AR2(36), IDISC2C3), CC2C64),RR2C 64) 
0149 	&IAWRIC( 120),GENINFC 3), OUTINFC 3), ITMP1 ( 3), ITMP2(3)•KBB1C 12a).- 
0150 &KI3B2(128),H13B3(48),AB1(64),AB2C 64),AB3C64),A84( 64),AB5C44) 
•01 51 	 DZMENSION MONTR( 3)• Er( 128) 
01 52 C 
01 . 53 	 EQUIVALENCE IDISCC 1), DME), C I DISCO), IS), CIDISC(4),IPG), 
01 54 & 	 CIDISCC 5),PGW), IDISC(25),PGQ) 
0155 	 EQUIVALENCE (ARC 65), AH2), ( IDISC2( 1),NR), ( IDISC2( 2),NV)• 
0156 & 	 (IDISC2(3),NRM) 
01 57 	 EQUIVALENCE C CC( 65), CC2) • CRFIC 65), RR2) 
01 58 EQUIVALENCE (1{13B1 ( 1 ),TAT), (KBE! C3),NRB), (KBBI (4)• INIT), 
0159 	& 	 (KBBI ( 128),KBBC 124 ) (KBB2(128),KBBC252)).. 
01.60 & CKBB3 ( 48)•KBB( 300) ) 
01.61 	 EQUIVALENCE CAB( 1), AB1), CAB( 65),A92), (ABC 129)•AB3), 
0162 & 	 (AB( 19 3)•AB4), (AB( 257), AB5) 
0163 C 
0164 	 DATA OUTINF, GENINF, I TMP1, /TMP2/2HOU, 2HT I 2HNF)2HGE, 2HNI, 
0165 & 	 2HNF, 2HI TA 2HMP, 2H1 • 2H I Ts 2HMP, 2H2 / 
0166 	 DATA MONT R/ 2H CO, 2HR • 2H / 
0.167 DATA LO/ 1/ 
01 68 C 
0169 C 	********** 	INPUT SECTION 	********** 
0170 C 
01.71 C 	THIS SECTION MUST BE ADJUSTED PROPERLY IF THE ARRAY SIZES 
01.72 C INVOLVED WERE MODIFIED. 
0173 C 
0174 C 
01.75 C -1- READ THE DISC FILE GENINF 
017 6 C 
0177 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, I DI SC, 44• GENINF, 0) 
0178 CALL EXEC( 14, 66,JW, 128, G ENINF, 1) 
0179 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66,AR, 128, GENINF, 2) 
0180 I FCNR•GT• 64) CALL EXEC( 14, 66, AR2, 72, GENINF, 3) 
0181 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, MKI D 1 , 100, GENINF, 7) 
0182 CALL EXEC( 14, 66,MKI D2, 100, G ENINF, 8) 
0183 	 CALL EXEC( 14.> 66,MKI D3, 100, GENINF, 9 ) 
0184 CALL EXEC( 14, 66,MKI D4, 100, GENINF, 10) 
018 5 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66,MKID5, 100, GENINF, 11) 
0186 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, EF• 256, GENINF, 12) 
01.87 C 
0188 C 	 READ THE DISC FILE ITMP2 
0189 C 
019 0 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, I DI S C2, 3, ITMP2, 0) 
0191 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, CC, 128, ITMP2, 2) 
019 2 	 I F(NV•GT • 64) CALL EXEC( 14, 66., CC2, 128, ITMP2, 3) 
P.4I 
0193 C 
0194 C 	-3- 	 READ THE DISC FILE ITMP1 
019 5 C 
019 6 	 NMK=NV-• I S 
0197 CALL EXEC( 14, 66s RR, 128, ITMP1, 0) 
0198 	 I F( I S.GT. 64) CALL EXECC 14, 66, RR2, 128, ITMP la 1) 
0199 / SECT=2 
0200 DO 410 1S=1.• 99, 2 
0201 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, I MIRK, 120, ITMP1, /SECT) 
0202 DO 400 1=1, 60 
0203 	 MA(IaK)IAWRKCI) 
0204 400 MA( I,K+1)=IAWRX( i+60) 
0205 	 I SECT=ISECT+1 
0206 410 CONTINUE 
0207 	 CALL EXECC 14, 66,KC, -128, I TMP 1 • I SECT) 
0208 C 
0209 C 	- 4- 	 READ THE DISC FILE OUTINF 
0210 C 
0211 	 CALL EXEC(14, 66,KBI31,128,OUTINF, 0) 
0212 CALL EXEC( 14, 66,KBB2, 1 28, OUTINF, 1: 
0213 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66...1(653, 48, 0 UTINF, 2) 
0214 CALL EXEC( 14, 66, AEI, 128)OUTINF, 3) 
0215 	 CALL EXEC( 14, 66s AB2, 128, OUT INFo4) 
0216 CALL EXEC( 14, 66,A83, 128, OUTINF, 5) 
0217 	 CALL. EXEC( 14, 66,AB4, 128, OUTINF, 6) 
0218 . CALL EXECC 14, 66, AB5, 88, OUTINF, 7) 
0219 C 
0220 C 	*********************************************** 
0221 C 
0222 	 WRITE(LO, 5) INIT 
0223 C 
0224 C 
0225 	 TM13=RRC 1) 
0226 TAPz7RR( 1)*AR( 1) 
0227 	 I CD=0 
0228 DO 441 I=2., NR 
0229 	 IFCKCCI).EQ.1) ICD1 
0230 TMG=TMG+RR( r) 
0231 	441 TAP=TAP+RR( I )*AR( I ) 
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0232 C 
0233 C 	PRINTING OF REPORT HEADING AND REGULAR 
0234 C MARKER ASSIGNMENTS 
023 5 C 
0236 	 WRITECL0,150) KD,NAME 
0237 WRITECLOP6) 
0238 	 WRITECLOP155) 
0239 NMKS=0 
0240 	 DO 450 I=1,NRB 
0241 IFCKBBCI).GT.NMK) GOTO 4511 
0242 	 IFCABCD.E61.0.) GOTO 450 
0243 NMKS=NMKS+1 . 
0244 	 WRITECL0,129) NMKS,MKIDICKBB(I)),MKID2CKBBCI))•MKID3CKBBCI)) 
0245 & 	 MKID4CKEIBCI)),MKID5CKBBCI)),ABCI),EFCKSBCI)) 
0246 450 CONTINUE 
0247 	4511 JK=1 
0248 It=0 
0249 	DO 449 J=1,NMK 
0250 IFCKBBCJK).EQ.J) GO TO 448 
0251 	447 K=K+1 
0252 KK1CK)=MKIDICJ) 
0253 	 KK2CK)=MKID2CJ) 
0254 KK3CK)=MKID3CJ) 
0255 	 KK4CK)=MKID4CJ) 
0256 KKUK)=MKID5CJ) 
0257 	 GOTO 449 
0258 448 JK=JK+1 
0259 	 IFCABCJK-..1).EQ.0.) GOTO 447 
0260 449 CONTINUE 
0261 	 IFCK.EQ.0) GOTO 451 
0262 C 
0263 C 	PRINTING THE LIST OF REJECTED REGULAR MARKERS 
0264 C 
0265 	 WR/TECL0,156) 
0266 WRITECL0,158) CKK1CJ),KK2CJ),KK3CJ),KK4CJ),KK5CJ),J=1,K) 
0267 	451 WRITECLOo103) 
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0268 C 
0269 C 	PRINT THE LIST OF DUMMY MARKERS 
0270 C 
0271 	 WRITECLO/157) 
0272 IA=I 
0273 	 IJ=0 
0274 DAT=0. 
0275 	 DMG=0. 
0276 DO 452 I=IA/NRB 
0277 	 IFOCBBCI).GT.NV) GOTO 453 
0278 IF(ABCI).EQ.0.) GOTO 452 • 	.. 	• 
0279 	 IJ=IJ+1 
0280 DAT=DAT+ABCI)*CCCKBBCI)) 
0281 	 DMG=DMG+ABCI) 
0282 IP=KBBCI)+NMK 
0283 	 RRCIR)=RRCIR)+ABCI) 
0284 WRITECLOa 130) IJ• MKID1CKBBW )•MKID2CKBBC I) ),MKID3CKBB( I ) 
0285 	• & 	 ABCI) 
0286 452 CONTINUE 
0287 C 
0288 C 	EVALUATE THE DATA AND PRINT THE SUMMARY 
0289 C 
0290 453 DAP=DAT*DME 
0291 	 RAP=TAP—DAP 
0292 RAT=TAT—DAT 
0293 	 DME=100.*DME 
0294 RME=100.*RAP/RAT 
0295 	 TME=100:*TAP/TAT 
029 6 RMG=TMT+DMG 
0297 	 RMP=100.*RMG/TMG 
0298 . DMP=100;+RM12 
0299 	 WRITECL0,151) 
0300 WRITECL0,152) 
0301 	 WRITECL0,153) 
0302 WRITECLO/154) RMG,RMP/RAT,RAP/RME 
0303 	 WRITECLO/153) 
0304 WRITECLOo 17 0) DMG, DMP/ DAT/ DAP/ DME 
0305 	 WRITECLO, 1 53) 
0306 WR/TECL0,152) 
0307 	WRITECLO/153) 
0308 WRITECLO, 171) TMG,100.0TATATAP/TME 
0309 	 WRITECLO/153) 
0310 IFCICD.EQ.0) GOTO 100 
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0311 C 




0316 	503 I=I+1 
0317 IFCI.GT.IS) GOTO 512 
0318 	MRCIY=IFIX(RRCI)+.00001) 
0319 IFCKCCI).EQ.0) GOTO 503 
0320 	IA=I 
0321 504 I=I+1 
0322 	MRCI)=IFIXCRRCI)+.00001) 
0323 IFOCCCI).EQ.1) GOTO 504 
0324 	K=0 




0329 505 .5 J+1 
0330 	MACK.J)=MACl/aKBBCJ))*IFIX(AB(J)+.00001) 
0331 IFCKBEICJ+1).LE.NMK) GOTO 505 
0332 - 506 CONTINUE — — 
0333 	 DO 507 II=1,K 
0334 DO 507 JJ=1,J 
0335 	507 MRCKKICII))=MRCKK1CII))—MACII,JJ) 
0336 508 MRM=0 
03 37 	DO 509 II=1,K 
0338 IFCMRM.GT.MROCK/(II))) GOTO 509 
0339 	 IMRM=KK1CII) 
0340 MRM=MRCIMRM) 
0341 
0342 	509 CONTINUE 
0343 IFCMRM.EQ.0) GOTO 503 
0344 	MM=0 
0345 DO 510 II=IA,K 
0346 	DO 510 JJ=1,J 
0347 IFCMACII,JJ).EQ.MRC/MRM).AND.MR(KK1CII))+MRCIMRM). 
0348 	&LE.0) . GOTO 511 
0349 MMM=MINOCMACII,JJ),—MRCKK1CII))) 
0350 	IFCMM.GT.MMM) GOTO 510 
0351 MM=MMM 
0352 	IMM=II 
03 53 JMM=JJ 
0354 	510 CONTINUE 
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0355 	 MCTD=MINOCMRM,MM) 
0356 MRCIMRM)=MRCIMRM)—MCTD 
0357 	 MRCKKICIMM))=MRCICK1CIMM))+MCTD 
03 58 MAC IMM,JMM)=MAC /MM,JMM)—MCTD 
0359 	 NDM=NDM-1-1 
0360 IDM(NOM)=KBBCJMM) 
0361 	 JIMCNDM)=KKICIMM) 
0362 KDMCNDM)=IMRM 
0363 	 MDMCNDM)=MCTD 
0364 GOTO 508 
0365 	511 MRCIMRM)=0 
0366 MRCICKICII))=MRCKK1CII))+MRCIMRM) 
0367 	 MACII,JJ)=0 
0368 NDM=NDM+1 
0369 	 IDMCNOM)=KBBCJJ) 
0370 JDMCNDM)=KK1CII) 
0371 	 KDMCNDM)=IMRM 
0372 MDMCNDM)=MRM 
0373 	GOTO 508 
0374 512 IFCNDM.EC1.0) GOTO 100 
0375 	 WRITECLO, 159) 
037 6 DO 513 I=1,NMK 
0377 	 MIDPI=MKIDICKBECI)) 
0378 MIDP2=MKID2CKBHCI)) 
0379 	 MIDP3=MKID3CKBHCI)) 
0380 MIDP4=MKID4CKBSCI)) 
0381 	 MIDP5=MKID5CKBB(I)) 
0382 DO 513 J=1,NDM 
0383 	 IFCIDMCJ).NE.KBBCI)) GOTO 513 
0384 JOMJ=JDNICJ)+NMK 
0385 	 KOMJ=KDMCJ)+NMK 
0386 WRITECLO, 160) MIDPI,MIDP2,MIDP3,MIDP4,MIDP5,MKID1CJDMJ), 
0387 	e.itKID2CJDMJ),MKID3CJDMJ),MKID1CKDMJ),MKID2CKDMJ),MKID3CKDMJ) 
0388 telIDMCJ) 
0389 	 MIDP1=2H 
0390 MIDP2=2H.•. 
0391 	 MIDP3=2H" 
0392 MIDP4=21-1 
0393 	MIDP5=2H . 
0394 513 CONTINUE 













EVALUATE AND PRINT THE BALANCE OF FABRIC 
WIDTHS AND QUANTITIES 
WRITECLO, 161) 
DO 522 I=I,IPG 
ASA=0. 
0403 DO 521 J=1,NMK 
0404 IFCJW(KBB(J)).EQ.I) ASA=ASA+AB(J)*CC(KBBCJ)) 




04 09 RA=PGQ2-41SA 
0410 WRITE(L0,162) PGW(I),PGQ(I),PGQ2,ASL,ASA,RL,RA 
0411 522 CONTINUE . 
0412 200 WRITECLO, 103) 
0413 C 
0414 C 
0415 C RETURN CONTROL TO MONITOR 
0416 C 
0417 CALL EXEC( I 0, MONTR) 
0418 C 
0419 C ********** 	FORMAT 	TABLE 	********** 
0420 C 
0421 C 
04 22 5 FORMAT( 1X, I4, " 	REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS") 
04 23 6 FORMAT(" 	REGULAR MARK ERS ") 
0424 7 FORMAT(1X,4(I4, 1X), E10.5, 2X, I4) 
0425 8 FORMAT ( 1X, 5(14p 2X) ) 	-- 
0426 103 FORMAT( 1H ) 
0427 129 FORMAT ( 6X, I 6, 6X, 5A2, 2X, F6.0, F8.2) 
0428 130 FORMAT ( 6X, I 6, 6X, 3A2, 6X, F6 .:0) 
0429 150 FORMAT ( // 20X, "MARKAMAT I C CUT ORDER PLANNING"/20X, " 	 et, 
0430 	 "/19X, 5A2, 5X, "RQ FILE: 	", 5A2/ ) 
0431 151 FORMAT /1" 'S UM M A R Y : "// "I ", 17X, "I ", 5X, "COVERAGE", 4X, 
0432 &"I ", 3X, "TOTAL", 2X, "I", 2X, "PATTERN", IX, "I ", 1X, "EFFI C", IX, 
0433 &"I "/"I", 17X, "I ", 2X, "GARMTS", 1 X, "I", 3X, "%", 3X, "I", 3X, "AREA", 
0434 &3X, "I ", 3X, "AREA", 3X, "I", 3X, "%", 3X, "I") 
0435 152 FORMAT( "I "A 17 (1H- ) 	"I", 9 ( 1H- ), "I", 7( 1H-), "I", 10( 11-1-•), "I", 
0436 &10(1H-),"I",7(1H-),"I") 
0437 153 FORMAT ( "I 	17X, "I ", 9X, "I", 7X, "I ", 10X, "I "." 10X, "I", 7X, "I ") 
0438 154 FORMAT ( "I REGULAR MARKERS I ", F7 0," 	I ", F5. 1, " I ", F8.2, 
0439 &" 	I ", F8.2, " 	I 	", F5.2, " I ") 
0440 155 FORMAT ( /4X, "A ACCEPT ED"/ 18X, "MARKER I D".. 5X, "PL I ES", 2X, 
0441 &"EFF 7"/9X, 3 5( 	) ) 
0442 158 FORMAT( 18X, 5A2, 2X, 5A2, 2X, 5A2, 2X, 5A2) 
0443 1 . 60 FORMAT ( 13X, 5A2, 7X, 3A2, 3X, 3A2, 2X, I 5, ". ") 
P.47 
0444 	159 FORMAT( (//" CUT—DOWNS: "/ 13X, "MARKER ID 	FROM S I Z E", 
0445 & " TO SIZE 	PLIES"/ 
0446 	&12X," 	 v.) 
0447 156 FORMAT C /4X, "B — REJECTED") 
0448 	157 FORMAT Cl" DUMMY MARKERS: "/ 18X, "S I Z E", 10X, "GMTS"/ 
0449 &9X, " 	 ••) 
045.0 	161 FORMAT(//" FABR/ C BALANCE: "/ 
04 51 &7X, "WIDTH 	AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	Imo 
04 52 	&"REMAINS"/ 
04 53 &8X, "IN 	 YD 	SQYD 	YD 	SQYD 	YD•, 
04 54 	&" 	SQYD"/ 
04 55 & 5X, 58 C 1H— ) ) 
0456 	162 FORMATCF12.2, 1X,3CF9.1, F8.1)) 
04 57 170 FORMAT C "I 	DUMMY MARKERS I ", F7 • 0.. " I ", F5.1. " I ", F8 • 2, 
04 58 	&" I ". F8 . " I ", F5. 2, " ") - 
0459 171 FORMAT C "I ", 5X, "T 0 T . -A L", 3X, "I "a F7 • 0, " I ", F5.1, " I ", F84. 2, 
0460 	&" I", F8 . 2, " I ", F5.2," I") 
0461 C 
0462 C 
0463 	 END 
04 64 ENDS 
0465 : : 
0466 JF, ST 
04 67 : PR, FTN4, 2, 1, 99 
04 68 : LU, 7, 0 
0469 : PR, LOA DR, 2, 7 
047 0 RL I B 
0471 ZMLIB,%CLIBI/E 
047 2 	ST, P 
047 3 TY 
**** LIST END **** 
E:.01 
Requirement files, marker banks 
an pro9 , !ction reports  
Examples  
Requirement file OXREQT , (Cyber) 	  
Marker bank OXMBSS (Cyber) 	  
E.02 
E.03 




DME = 83% (Cyber) 	 E.09 
11 	 (HP) 	  E.11 
Requirement file OXREQN (Cyber)  E.13 
Marker bank OXMBN (Cyber) 	  E.14 
Production report, DME = 82% (Cyber) 	 E.18 
It 	 (HP) 	. 	. E.21 
VI DME = 83% (Cyber) 	 E.24 
/I 	 IT 	 HP 	  ( ) E.27 
Notes: DME . . . . dummy marker efficiency 
The results from Cyber and HP are almost identical (only 
a few numbert differ in last dizit). 
CPU time is indicated on the output from both Cyber and 
HP. The HP runs took approximately 10 times more tilae 























SZ 3634,1 7 ,Y 








2926,1.4389 3431,1: 7 6 7 8 




2931,1:3981 352 7 ,1.6743 
2932,1:6300 3528,1. 7 061 
2933,1.66/3 3529,1: 7 380 
2934,1.693 7 3530,1:7698 
3026,1:4728 3531,1:8017 
3.027 ,1. 5 04 7 3532,1.8335 
3028,1.5365 3533,1:8654 
3029,1.5634 3534,1:89 7 2 
3030,1.6002 3626,1.6 7 64 
3031,1.6321 3627,1. 7 082 
3032,1:6639 3628,1:7401 
3033,1:695 7 3629,1. 7 719 
3034,1: 7 276 3630,1:8038 
3126,1.5068 3631,1:8356 
312 7 ,1'.5386 3632,1:86 7 4 
3128,1:5 7 04 3633,1.8993 
3129,1.6023 3634,1:9311 
3130,1:6341 3 726,1: 7 103 
3131,1:6660 3 7 2 7 ,1: 7 422 
3132,1:69 7 8 3 7 28,1:77 40 
3133,1: 7 29 7 3 7 29,1:8058 
3134,1. 7 615 3730,1:83 77 
3226,1.340 7 3 7 31,1.8695 
322 7 ,1:5 7 25 3 7 32,1.9014 
3228,1:6044 3733,1:9332 
3229,1:6362 3 7 34,1;9651 
3230,1.6681 3826,1. 7 442 
3231,1.6999 3827,1: 7 761 
3232,1:731 7 3828,1.8079 
3233,1: 7 636 3829,1:8398 
3234,1.7954 3830,1;8 7 16 
3326,1:5 7 46 3831,1.9035 
3327,1:6065 3832,1:9353 
3328,1:6383 3833,1:96 7 1 
3329,1:6 7 01 3834,1:9990 
3330,1:7 0 7 0 3926,1: 7 782 
3331,1:7 338 3927,1.8100 
3332,1. 7 657 3928,1.8418 
3333,1:79 7 5 3929,1.8 7 3 7 
3334,1:8294 3930,1:9055 
3426,1:6085 3931,1:93 7 4 
342 7 ,1;6404 3932,1:9692 
3428,1:6 7 22 3933,2;0011 
3429,1:7041 3934,2:0329 
3430,1: 7 359 
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DUA5900202,DUA,59, 	2;32 DuA5900244,DUA,60,2.54 
3329,1 - 3230,1 
3629,1 3928,1 
/END /END 
































































3 7 32,1 
/END 





REQUIREMENT FILE? OXREQT 
MAR-KE:: 	?-0);;;) 
DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY ? .82 
FIRST-BEST INTEGER SOLUTION ? FIRST 
4 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
MARKAMATIC CUT ORDER PLANNING 
REGULAR MARKERS: 
A - ACCEPTED 
1 6/12/13. 	RQ FILE: OXREQT.  
MARKER ID 	PLIES 	EFF % 
L 	DUA5900201 	16: 	89.26 
2 DUA5900205 12: 8 7 .02 
3 	DUA5900206 	6. 	8 1 .08 
4 DUA590020 7 4; 84.10 
5 	DUA5900210 	13: 	85:62 
6 DUA5900213 19; 84.89 
.7 	DUA5900215 	2: 	85.61 
8 DUA590021 7 18: 86.22 
9 	DUA5900232 	1. 	83.9 1 
11) DUA5900235 1 7 . 82.96 
11 	DUA5900240 	2. 	83:52 
12 DUA5900243 19; 84.59 
13 	DUA5900246 	4. 	85.31 
DUMMY MARKERS: 
SIZE 	 GMTS 
1 	3229 	 5; 
2 3230 23: 
3 	3333 	 32: 
4 3427 11. 
5 	3434 	 17 ; 
6 . 3729 18: 
7 	3930 	 5. 
SUMMARY: 
I 	 I 	COVERAGE 	I 	TOTAL I PATTERN I EFFIC I 
I I GARMTS I 	% I AREA 	I 	AREA 	I 	% 	I 
I- 	 I- 	- _./ I 	 I I T 
I I I 	I I 	 I. 	I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 	266. I 7 0:6 I 	552:08 I 472:06 I 85;51 1 
I 	 I I 	I T 	 I 	I 
I DUMMY MARKERS I 	111. I 29:4 I 	238:81 I 195;82 I 82.00 I 
I 	 I I 	I I 	 • 1 	I 
I T 	 T 	I I. T T 
I 	 I I 	I I 	 I 	I 
I T OPAL 	I 	377 	1100:0 I 	790:89 I 66 7 :88184.45 1 
I 	 I I 	I I 	 I 	I 
CUT-DOWNS: 
MARKER ID 	FROM SIZE 	TO SIZE 	PLIES 
DUA5900205 	3432 	3431 	 5. 
3432 3430 4. 
DUA5900217 	3231 	3230 	 6. 
FABRIC BALANCE: 
WIDTH 	AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	REMAINS 
TN YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD 
	
58:00 	100.0 	161.1 	9 7 6 	15 7 .2 
	
2:4 3:9 
59.00 150.0 245:8 133;1 218:2 16.9 
	
2 7 .6 
60.00 	120.0 	200.0 	106.0 	1 7 6.6 
	
14:0 23.4 
7 .0 7 5 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
:PR, CO R 
ENTER INPUT DEVI CE # 
1 	 - 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
$14 
CT OXREQ3 
DUMMY MARKER EFFI CI EN CY : 
.82 
ENTER INPUT DEVI CE # 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
SE 
FIRST-BEST. INTEGER SOLUTION 
FIRST 
4 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
REGULAR MARKERS 
- ACCEPTED 
MARKAMATI C CUT ORDER PLANNING 
MARKER I D 	PLIES 	EFF % 
1 DUA59 00201 16. 89.26 
2 DUA59 0020 5 12. 87.02 
3 DUA59 0020 6 6: 87:08 
4 DUA59 00207 4. 84 . 10 
5 DUA59 0021 0 13. 85.62 
6 DUA5900213 19. 84.89 
7 DUA59 0021 5 2. 85.61 
8 DUA59 00217 18. 86.22 
9 DUA59 00232 1. 83..97 
10 DUA590023 5 17 • 82.-96 
11 DUA5900240 2. 83.52 
12 DUA59 00 243 19. 84.59 




1 3229 5. 
2 3230 23. 
3 3333 32. 
4 -3427 11. 
5 3434 17. 
6 - 3729 18: 
7 3930 5; 
SUMMARY: 
I I COVERAGE I TOTAL. I PATTERN I EFFIC I 
I I GARMTS I % I AREA I AREA I % 	I 
I 	  I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 266. I 70.6 I 552.05 I 472.06 I 85.51 	I 
I I I I I I I 
I 	DUMMY MARKERS I 111. I 29.4 I 238.80 I 195.82 I 82.00 1 
I I I I I I I 
I 	  I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I 	T 0 T A L I 377. 1 100.0 I 790.86 I 667.88 184.45 I 
I I I I I I 	I-- 
CUT-DOWNS: 
MARKER ID 	FROM SIZE TO SIZE PLIES 
DUA.5900205 3432 . 3431 5.  
II 3432 3430 4 . 
DUA5900217 3231 3230 6.  
FABRIC BALANCE: 
WIDTH 	AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	REMAINS 
IN YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD 
58.00 100.0 161.1 97.6  157.2 2.4 3.9 
59.00 150;0 245:8 133.1 218.2 16 -:9 27:6 
60.- 00 120 . 0 200.0 106.0 176.6 14.0 23.4 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE # 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
$S 
COR 	: STOP 	0000 
E.09 
RUNLPM2 
REQUIREMENT FILE? OXREQT 
MARKER BANK ? OXMBSS 
DUMMY MARKER -EFFICIENCY ? .83 
FIRST-BEST INTEGER SOLUTION 	FIRST 
3 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
MARKAMATIC CUT ORDER PLANNING 
REGULAR MARKERS: 
A - ACCEPTED 
7 6/12/13. RQ FILE: OXREQT 
MARKER ID PLIES EFF % 
1 DUA5900201 16. 89.26 
2 DUA5900205 12: 87;02 
3 DUA5900206 8. 87.08 
4 DUA5900207 3. 84:10 
5 DUA5900210 14. 85:62 
6 DUA5900213 19. 84.89 
DUA590021 7 18'; 86.22 
8 DUA5900240 1: 8352 
9 DUA5900243 19. 84.59 
10 DUA5900246 4. 85:31 





1 3229 22; 
2 3230 23. 
3 3234 3; 
4 3333 33: 
5 342 7 11; 
6 3434 17. 
7 3634 17: 
8 3729 18'; 
9 3930 5: 
SUMMARY : 
T I COVERAGE I TOTAL I PATTERN I EFFIC I 
I I GARMTS I % I AREA I AREA I 	% 	I 
I 	  	 I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 	I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 228; I 60.5 I 470.19 I 404;23 185:9 1 	I 
T T I T T I 	T 
I 	DUMMY MARKERS I 149. I 39:5 I 31 7 ;65 I 263:65 I 83.00 	I 
I I I I I I 	I 
I 	  	 I I I I T - 	I 
I I I . I I I 	T 
I 	T O T A L T 37 1 : I 100.0 I 7 8 7 :84 I 667.88 I 	84. 7 7 	I 
I T I I T T T 
CUT-DOWNS: 
MARKER ID 	FROM SIZE 	TO SIZE 	PLIES 
DUA5900205 3432 3430 6; 
3432 3431 1. 
DUA5900217 3231 3230 6. 
FABRIC BALANCE: 
WIDTH 	AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	REMAINS 
IN YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD 
58:00 100:0 161:1 100.0 161.1 .0 .0 
59:00 150:0 245:8 128.0 209.8 22;0 36.0 
60:00 120.0 200.0 59:6 99.3 60.4 100. 7 
4.322 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
: PR, CO R 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE # 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
$M 
CT OXREQ3 
DUMMY MARKER EFFI CI EN CY : 
• • 8 3 
ENT ER INPUT DEVICE 
I 
ENTER CONTROL. CARD 
SE 
FIRST-BEST INTEGER SOLUTION 
FIRST 





A - ACCEPTED 
MA.RKAMAT I C 
MARKER I D 
CUT ORDER PLANNING 
PLIES 	EFF 
1 DUA59 0020 1 16. 	89.26 
2 DUA59 00 20 5 12. 87.02 
3 DUA59 00 20 6 8. 	87:08 
4 DUA59 00 207 3. 84 . 10 
5 DUA5900210 14. 	85.62 
6 DUA5900213 19. 84.89 
7 DUA5900217 18. 	86.22 
8 DUA5900240 1: 83.52 
9 DUA59 00243 19. 	84.59 
10 DUA59 00246 4. 8 5.3 1 
B - REJECTED 
DUA59 0021 5 DUA59 00 232 	DUA 59 0023 
E.12 
DUMMY MARKERS: 
SIZE 	 GMTS 
1 	3229 	 22. 
2 3230 23: 
3 	3234 	 3. 
4 -3333 33. 
5 	3427 	 11. 
6 3434 17; 
7 	3634 	 17. 
8 3729 18. 
9 	3930 	 5. 
S U M M A R Y : 
I 	 I 	COVERAGE 	/ 	TOTAL I PATTERN I EFFIC I 
I I GARMTS I 	% I' AREA 	I 	AREA I 	% 	I 
I 	 -, ----I 	 I I 	 I I I 
I I I 	I I 	I . 	I . 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 	228. I 60.5 I 470.21 I 404.23 I 55.97 I 
I 	 I -- 	I 	I 	 I 	 I 	- 	I 
I DUMMY MARKERS I 	149. I 39.5 I 317.65 I 263.65 I 83.00 I 
I 	 I I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 
I 	I 	 I I I I I 
I 	 I I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 
I T 0 T A L 	I 	377. 1100.0 I 787.86 I 667.88 I 84.77 I 
I  	/ 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 
CUT-DOWNS: 
MARKER ID FROM SIZE TO SIZE 	PLIES 
.DUA5900205 	3432 	3430 	6. 
- 	- 	 3432 3431 1; 
DUA5900217 	3231 	3230 	6. 
FABRIC BALANCE: 
WIDTH 	AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	REMAINS 



















ENTER INPUT DEVICE # 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
$S 
















SZ 3623, 7 0 
SZ 3630,80,1 













SZ 4030, 7 0,Y 
SZ 4032,80,1 
SZ 4034,90,Y 





















/C,OXMBN 3 7 33,1.9332 4230,2.00 7 3 
3230,1.6681 3 7 34,1:9651 4231,2:0392 
3232,1.731 7 3826,1: 7 442 4232,2:0710 
3330,1;7020 382 7 ,1. 7 761 4233,2:1028 
3331,1; 7 338 3828,1:80 7 9 4234,2.1347 
3332,1: 7 657 3829,1.8398 4326,1.9139 
3333,1. 7 975 3830,1:8 7 16 432 7 ,1:945 7 
3334,1.8294 3831,1:9035 4328,1.9775 
3426,1:6085 3832,1:9353 4329,2:0094 
342 7 ,1'.6404 3833,1:96 7 1 4330,2:0412 
3428,1:6722 3834,1:9990 4331,2.0731 
3429,1. 7 041 3926,1: 7 782 4332,2:1049 
3430,1:7359 392 7 ,1:8100 4333,2:1368 
3431,1:7678 3928,1:8418 4334,2.1686 
3432,1:7996 3929,1:8 7 3 7 4426,1:94 7 8 
3433,1:8314 3930,1:9055 4427,1:9796 
3434,1.8633 3931,1:9374 4428,2.0115 
3526,1.6425 3932,1 :9692 4429, 2 ::0433 
3527,1:6743 3933,2:0011 4430,2:0 7 52 
3528,1: 7 061 3934,2:0329 4431,2:10 7 0 
3529,1;7 380 4026,1 :8121 4432,2:1388 
3530,1: 7 698 402 7 ,1.8439 4433,2:170 7 
3531,1;801 7 4028,1.8 7 58 4434,2:2025 
3532,1:8335 4029,1.90 7 6 '4526,1:981 7 
3533,1:8654 4030,1:9395 4527,2.0136 
3534,1.8972 4031,1.9713 4528,2:0454 
3626,1:6 7 64 4032,2:0031 4529,2;0 7 72 
362 7 ,1: 7 082 4033,2:0350 4530,2:1091 
3628,1:7401 4034,2;0668 4531,2:1409 
3629,1: 7 719 4126,1:8460 4532,2:1 7 28 
3630,1:8038 4127,1.8 7 79 4533,2:2046 
3631,1.8356 4128,1:9097 4534,2:2365 
3632,1.86 7 4 4129,1.9415 4626,2.0156 
3633,1:8993 4130,1:9 7 34 462 7 ,2:04 7 5 
3634,1:9311 4131,2:0052 4628,2:0 7 93 
3726,1: 7 103 4132,2:0371 4629,2.1112 
3727,1. 7 422 4133,2:0689 4630,2:1430 
3 7 28,1. 7 740 4134,2:1008 4631,2:1 7 49 
3729,1:8058 4226,1:8 7 99 4632,2:206 7 
3730,1:83 7 7 422 7 ,1:9118 4633,2:2385 



















































3 7 34,1 
/END 
DUA5900214,DUA,59 











































































































































































































REQUIREMENT FILE? OXREQN 
MARKER BANK ? OXMBN 
DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY ? :82 
FIRST-BEST INTEGER SOLUTION ? FIRST 
2 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
MARKAMATIC CUT ORDER PLANNING 
REGULAR MARKERS: 
A - ACCEPTED 
76/12/13. RQ FILE: OXREQN 
MARKER ID PLIES EFF % 
1 DUA5900215 60: 85: 7 2 
2 DUA5900225 85: 84. 7 1 
3 DUA5900228 7. 85:8 7 
4 DUA5900231 105: 86.92 
5 DUA5900234 20. 86:02 
6 DUA5900243 5: 85.23 
7 DUA5900244 20: 82.91 
8 DUA5900248 5: 84.15 
9 DUA5900 7 21 55: 88.04 
10 DUA5901102 45. 86:89 
11 DUA5901308 50. 8 7 .14 
12 DUA5901312 5: 8 7 .37 
B - REJECTED 
DUA5800201 DUA5900206 	DUA590020 7 





1 3230 1: 
2 3330 60'. 
3 3332 70. 
4 3528 15v 
5 3634 60: 
6 3728 95: 
7 3 7 30 60. 
8 3/32 25: 
9 3826 30: 
10 3932 100. 
11 3934 I057 
12 4028 5: 
13 4030 15. 
14 4032 30; 
15 4034 90: 
16 4132 65: 
1 7 4134 80. 
18 4228 25. 
19 4230 35: 
20 4232 15: 
21 4234 50: 
22 4328 15: 
23 4332 45: 
24 4434 20: 
25 4632 5: 
26 4634 70. 
SUMMARY 	: 
I I COVERAGE I TOTAL 	I PATTERN I EFFIC I 
I I GARMTS I 	% I AREA I AREA 	I 	% 	I 
I   	I I  I I I I 
I I I I I I 	 I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 2209. I 	65:1 I 4884:04 	I 4224.80 	I 86:50 	I 
I I I I I I I 
I 	DUMMY MARKERS I 1186: I 	34.9 I 2851:18 	I 2337.9 7 I 82:00 	I 
I I I I I I 	I 
I   	I I 	 I I I I 
I I I I I I 	I 
I 	T oTAL I 3395. 1100.0 I 7/35.221 6562 7 7184.84 I 











































AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 
	
REMAINS 
IN YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD YD SQYD 
58:00 3000.0 4833:3 444:4 716:1 2555:6 4117.3 
59.00 4000.0 6555:6 321.5 526:9 3678.5 6028.6 
60:00 5000.0 8333.3 2184:6 3641.1 2815.4 4692:3 
11:605 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
E.21 
:PR. COR 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
SM 
CT OXREQB 
DUMMY MARK ER EFFI CI EN CY 
.82 
ENTER THE AREA OF THE SIZE s 3434 
1.8633 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE # 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
SE 
FIRST-BEST INTEGER SOLUTION 
FIRST 
2 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
95 seconds 
REGULAR MARKERS 
A - ACCEPTED 
MARKAMAT I C 
MARKER ID 
CUT ORDER PLANNING 
PLIES 	EFF 
1 DUA59 002 1 5 60. 85.72 
2 DUA59 0022 5 85: 8471 
3 DUA59 00228 7"; 8 5;87 
4 DUA59 003 1 105. 86:92 
5 DUA59 00 234 20. 86.02 
6 DUA59 00243 5; 8523 
7 DUA59 00244 20: 82.91 
8 DUA59 00 248 5. 84.15 5
9 DUA59 007 2 1 55: 88:04 
10 DUA59 0 1 102 45; 86:89 
11 DUA59 01 308 50; 87 . 14 
12 DUA5901312 5. 87 ;37 
B - REJECTED 
DUA590020 1 DUA59 00206 	DUA5900207 
DUA59 0023 6 DUA59 007 04 DUA59 0 1 30 5 
DUA59 00233 
DUMMY MARKERS: 
SIZE 	 GMT S 
1 	3230 	 1. 
2 3330 60; 
3 	3332 	 70 -; 
4 3528 15; 
5 	3634 	 60; 
6 3728 95. 
7 	3730 	 60; 
8 3732 25; 
9 	3826 	 30; 
10 3932 100; 
I 1 	3934 	 105; 
12 4028 5; 
13 	4030 	 15; 
14 4032 30; 
15 	4034 	 90"; 
16 4132 65; 
17 	4134 	 80; 
18 4228 25; 
19 	4230 	 35; 
20 4232 15; 
21 	4234 	 50. 
22 4328 15; 
23 	4332 	 45; 
24 4434 20; 
25 	4632 	 5; 
26 4634 70 .1; 
SUMMARY 3 
I 	 I 	COVERAGE 	I 	TOTAL I PATTERN I EFT I C I 
I I GARMTS I 	% I AREA 	I 	AREA I 	% 	I 
I 	r. 	 I 	 I I 	 I I I 
/ I I 
	.. 	.. . _I 
	I 
I_ 
	 I 	I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 2209 • I 65.1 I 4883.96 I 4224 • 81 I 86.50 I 
I 	 I 	 I 	I 	 I 	. 	" 	I 	I 
I DUMMY MARKERS I 1186. I 34.9 I 2851 • 17 I 2337.96 I 82.00 I 
I 	 I 	 I 	
__ 	
I 	 I 	 I 	." 	I 
I I I I I I I 
I 	 .I 
	...... . .. . 	. 
	
I 	 . 1 " " " . 	" I 	I 
I T 0 T A L 	I 3395. I 100.0 I 7735.13 I 6562.77 I 84.84 I 














































AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 
	
REMAINS 
IN YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD 
— 58;00 '3000.0 4833.3 444.4 716.1 - 2555.6 4117.3 
59;00 4000.0 6555;6 321.5 526;9 3678;5 6028.7 
60;00 5000.0 8333.3 2184;6 3641;1 2815.4 4692;3 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
SS 




REQUIREMENT FILE? OXREQN 
MARKER BANK ? OXMBN 
DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY ? :83 
FIRST—BEST INTEGER SOLUTION ? FIRST 
1 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
MARKAMATIC CUT ORDER PLANNING 
REGULAR MARKERS: 
ACCEPTED 
7 6/12/13. RQ FILE: OXREQN 
MARKER ID PLIES EFF % 
1 DUA5900215 60: 85:7 2 
2 00A590q225 85: 84:71 
3 DUA5900231 105. 86:92 
4 DUA5900234 20c 86;02 
5 DUA5900243 5; 85.23 
6 DUA5900248 5: 84.15 
7 DUA5900 7 21 55: 88:04 
8 DUA5901102 45: 86;89 
9 DUA5901308 50; 87.14 
10 DUA5901312 5: 8 7 .37 
REJECTED 
DUA5800201 DUA5900206 	DUA5900207 





1 3230 35: 
2 3330 60: 
3 3332 /0: 
4 3528 15: 
5 3634 60; 
6 3 7 28 95: 
7 3 7 30 60: 
8 3732 25. 
9 . 3826 30: 
10 3928 20. 
11 3932 100. 
12 3934 105: 
13 4028 5: 
14 4030 15 
15 4032 30. 
16 4034 90. 
17 4132 65. 
18 4134 80. 
19 4228 25. 
20 4230 35: 
21 4232 15. 
22 4234 50: 
23 4328 15: 
24 4332 45: 
25 4434 20: 
26 4632 5. 
27 4634 70. 
SUMMARY : 
I I COVERAGE I TOTAL 	I PATTERN I EFFIC I 
I I GARMTS I % I AREA I AREA 	I 	% 	I 
I 	  I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 	I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 2155. I 63:5 I 4771.14 	I 4131:28 	I 	86.59 	I 
I I 1 I I I I 
I 	DUMMY MARKERS I 1240. I 36:5 I 2929.52 	I 2431.50 	I 83.00 	I 
I I I I I I I 
I 	  I I I I I 	I 
I I I I I I I 
I 	T O T A L I 3395. I 100.0 I /700.651 6562: 77 185.22 	I 










owl 	 69 	bow 



































AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	REMAINS 
IN YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD YD SQYD 
58:00 3000:0 4833;3 444.4 /16:1 2555;6 411 7 .3 
59.00 4000:0 6555:6 321:5 526.9 3678.5 6028;6 
60;00 5000;0 8333.3 2116.9 3528:2 2883a 4805:2 
6;605 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
E. 27 
sPR,COR 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE 0 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
SM 
CT OXREQB 
DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY : 
.83 
ENTER THE AREA OF THE SIZE : 3434 
1.8633 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE 0 
1 
ENTER CONTROL CARD 
SE 
FIRST-BEST INTEGER SOLUTION 
FIRST 
1 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
70 seconds 
REGULAR MARKERS 
A - ACCEPTED 
MARKAMATIC 
MARKER ID 
CUT ORDER PLANNING 
PLIES 	EFF % 
1 DUA5900215 . 60; 	' 	85.72 
2 DUA5900225 85. 84;71 
3 DUA590031 105; 	86;92 
4 DUA5900234 20; 86;02 
5 DUA5900243 5; 	85;23 
6 DUA5900248 5; 84.15 
7 DUA5900721 55. 	88.04 
8 DUA5901102 45. 86.89 
9 DUA5901308 50; 	87.14 
10 DUA5901312 5; 87.37 
B - REJECTED 
DUA5900201 DUA5900206 	DUA5900207 DUA5900228 





1 3230 35. 
2 3330 60: 
3 3332 70; 
4 3528 15: 
5 3634 60. 
6 3728 95: 
7 3730 60: 
8 3732 25: 
9 3826 30. 
1. 0 3928 20: 
11 3932 100. 
12 3934 105. 
13 4028 5: 
14 4030 15: 
1.5 4032 30; 
16 4034 90; 
17 4132 65: 
1. 8 4134 80; 
19 4228 25: 
20 4230 35: 
21 4232 15. 
22 4234 50. 
23 4328 15: 
24 4332 45. 
25 4434 20. 
26 4632 5. 
27 4634 70. 
SUMMARY: 
I I COVERAGE I TOTAL I PATTERN I EFFI C I 
I I GARMTS I Z I AREA I AREA I Z 	I 
I I I I I I I 
I I - I 	' I I - I I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 2155. I 63.5 I 4771.25 I 4131.26 I 86.59 I 
I I I I I I I 
I DUMMY MARKERS I 1240. I 36.5 I 2929.54 1 2431.51 I 83.00 I 
I I I I I I 
.. 
I 
I I 	 I I I I I 
I I 	 I - I 1 I I 
I T 0 T A L 	I 3395. I 10000 I 7700.79 I 6562.77 I 85.22 I 














































AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	REMAINS 
YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD YD 	SQYD 
58.00 3000.0 4833.3 444.4 '' 716.1 - '2555.6 4117.3 
59.00 4000•0 6555.6 321.5 526.9 36785 6028.7 
60.00 5000.0 8333.3 2116.9 3528.2 2883.1 . 4805.2 
ENTER INPUT DEVICE # 
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Introduction 
The level of fabric utilization in a cutting room depends to a large 
extent on the way the stock of fabrics (possibly in a few different widths) 
is scheduled for.the products of different styles and sizes. Large bank 
of markers for different fabric widths and style/size combinations produced 
on Markamatic system provides a unique basis for optimal scheduling. 
The intuitive way of assigning the planned quantities of styles/sizes 
to available fabrics, starting with the combinations with the lowest waste 
percentage, usually does not lead to optimum; as a rule, the unfavorable 
assignments left for the end of the allocation procedure cannot compensate 
for the favorable ones made at the beginning. 
The other possible way of simplified and intuitive solution of the allo-
cation problem, namely projecting the required style/size distribution onto 
the distribution of style/sizes in specially made markers, may be rather 
wasteful with respect to both marker-making effort and fabric utilization. 
Statement of the problem 
Both the exhaustion of the stock and the saturation of the planned 
quantities of the style/sizes are linear functions of the numbers of layers 
be 
to cut using different markers. Therefore the optimum fabric utilization 
given a certain production plan, fabric stock and marker bank may. be solved 
as a linear programming problem. 
i - 
A The total area of the fabric 
A -= bl 





and the fabric stock available 
  
• in . 3 	1..3 f or (3) 
where 
is width of the fabric; 
t , is total length of the fabric 	wide on stock; 
2:3 is number of layers cut using j-th marker; 
is element of marker length matrix denoting length of j - th 
marker 13(4. wide, 
=. 	df IJI 	 1- 1 
is number of sets of patterns of k-th style/size in j—th marker; 
S k is required quantity of k-th style/size, 
alljfor 	i=1,2, 	,)Z ; j=1,2, ... ,W\ 	; k=1,2, . • • 
wkere i
c is number of fabric widths, 
lioN1 is number of markers, 
V\ is number of style/sizes. 
It is possible, that the solution vector Z will have to be integer 
valued and consequently the equal sign in equations (2) - to be replaced 
by :11!:. . Special care might have to be taken of the remnants at the problem 
formulation and solution stage as well as in the cutting room. 
The technique of generalized linear programming may provide the clue 
for developing additional markers in order to overcome bottlenecks in the 
fir6t solutions and to gain an overall waste reduction. 
There is also a chance of using one of the less exact but faster and 
caper "transportation problem" algorithms - especially in a case of diffe-
rent fabric widths and homogeneous markers. The possibility of applying this 
approach in a case of combined markers has to be clarified. 
The proposed work 
1) Selection the LP algorithm which would fit the purpose within the hardware, 
computing time and other constraints (main decision to be made between 
more general simplex method and simpler and faster transportation problem 
approach; the merits of application of integer programming techniques 
will also be considered). 
• 
2) Ddsign of the data manipulation technique and interactive way of problem 
setting and resetting, which would fit into the Markamatic system. 
3) Writing and debugging relevant FORTRAN programs for HP 2100A computer. 
4) Testing the programon simulated and real problems. 
5) Writing up the documentation and draft user's manual. 
The research will be finished on or before 7/31 1976; 3 - 4 brief 
progress reports will be submitted at consultations with the sponsors during 
January - June 1976. 
The sponsors will provide: 
1) HP 2100A computer for the period of the work on the research project; 
2) information on Markamatic system necessary for fitting the LP segment 
into it; 
3) data for item 4) of the above schedule and access to Markamatic user(s) 
for the purpose of consulting the feasibility of chosen solutions. 
ADDENDUM TO PROPOSAL ENTITLED 
"APPLICATION OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES IN 
CUT SCHEDULING FOR BETTER FABRIC UTILIZATION" 
DATED NOVEMBER 7, 1975, SUBMITTED BY DR. MILOS KONOPASEK 
The Statement of Work, Pages 1 through 5, will be the 
goal for this programming effort. However, as a minimum, the 
program provided must be capable of performing the following 
functions: 
Markers generated on the MARKAMATIC System are 
stored on disk platters. The individual markers 
are made for a specific combination of styles, 
material widths, and sizes. In addition, special 
parameters such as stripe/plaid, nap constraints, 
cut -downs, etc., are also control factors. When 
a cutting order consisting of the sizes, styles, 
width of goods, stripe/plaid constraints, nap con-
straints, etc., are entered into the system (via 
cards, TTY, MTU, or floppy disk), the program 
shall be capable of searching the library of exist- 
ing markers to select the '"best" combination of markers 
in the library to satisfy the cutting order. The 
term "best" relates to the results normally ob- 
tained when this task is performed manually as com-
pared to the results produced -by the program. The 
program will use linear programming techniques to 
select the "best" combination of markers. Quite 
often, markers available in the library will not 
completely satisfy the cut order request, and, 
therefore, additional markers will be required. 
ADDENDUM TO PROPOSAL 
Page 2 
The final output will, therefore, consist of a list 
of the markers to be used from the library of markers 
available plus a list of sizes to be marked to 
satisfy the cut order. 
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SUMMARY 
The broad objective of this study is to survey the 
existing and possible computer assisted techniques to optimize 
fabric utilization in the apparel plant. Special attention 
is paid to optimum cut scheduling for given quantities of 
garments produced from a stock of fabrics using a given 
variety of markers (pattern layouts). This supplements the 
existing computerized methods of marker making (layout design) 
and automatic digitally controlled cutting. 
The fabric consumption to be minimized is a linear 
function of the required quantities of style/sizes and the 
waste percentages of the applied markers. The constraints 
concerning the quantities of the garments required and the 
fabrics available are also linear functions of the marker 
parameters. Consequently, the optimum cut schedule can be 
obtained by using linear programming. 
An appropriate method of linear programming was 
selected and a conversational computer program was developed. 
This method will provide an easy-to-use tool for solving the 





1.1. Statement of the Problem 
Only in the past ten years have there been any new 
and significant developments in the cutting department. 
Considering raw material costs typically run 40 percent to 
50 percent of the wholesale price of an apparel product, 
it is difficult to explain this neglect. The level of fabric 
utilization in a cutting room is determined by three main 
factors: pattern engineering, marker making, and the 
selection of markers to cover a particular production plan. 
A basic requirement to achieve high material utiliza-
tion is designing the patterns in a logical way that brings 
about an appropriate garment construction consistent with 
fashion and comfort requirements and also with fabric 
utilization and garment assembling aspects [1]. 
The second element which determines fabric utilization 
is the way in which patterns are arranged on the marker. This 
is a decisive stage where fabric waste can be minimized; the 
most progress has been made here in recent years. The most 
Making markers is the grouping and interlocking of 
various sized patterns of a given style and size range into 
the tightest formations possible within a given width [10]. 
1 
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important advance in this area was an implementation of 
computer graphics as an aid to a marker designer. 
In a typical computer-assisted marker making system, 
the information on pattern shapes, taken from a digitizer 
(converts pattern geometry into computer-acceptable numerical 
form), is stored in the computer memory. Sets of patterns 
are then displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT). A marker 
designer controls the movement of individual panels by a 
stylus and/or control box to achieve the most efficient 
layout. The computer prevents overlapping of panels, secures 
predetermined match of stripes, plaid, etc., stores the 
information about the markers and relays this information to 
a computer driven plotter, or, via magnetic tape or disk to 
a digitally controlled cutting device [5]. 
Fabric utilization also depends to a large extent on 
the way the stock of fabrics (possibly in a few different 
widths) is scheduled for the products of different styles and 
sizes. In contrast to the computer-assisted marker design, 
there has been little development in this area. This investi-
gation deals mainly with the third area, optimal marker 
selection to cover a particular production plan. 
The individual markers are made for a specific combi-
nation of styles and sizes on a material of a given width. 
The bank of markers provides a unique basis for selection of 
relevant markers and optimal scheduling. Quite often existing 
markers are neglected. This is a waste of previous marker 
making efforts; it is done because manual retrieval of 
markers is a cumbersome process. 
The selection of markers is now frequently accomplished 
by either first match or enumeration method. In the first 
match method, the first combination of markers observed that 
contain all required style/sizes in the cut order is the one 
used. This method is obviously inefficient. 
The enumeration method is carried out by manually 
listing several marker combinations in order of efficiency. 
This is time consuming and the solution is most likely not 
optimal. 
The intuitive way of assigning the planned quantities 
of styles/sizes to available fabrics, starting with combina-
tions with the highest efficiency percentage, usually will 
not lead to optimum. The unfavorable assignments left to 
be allocated at the end cannot compensate for the favorable 
ones made at the beginning. 
The purpose of this study is to survey the existing 
and possible computerized ways to optimize fabric utilization 
by selecting the most favorable combination of markers which 
satisfy the cut order requested. Hopefully, this method will 
provide an easy-to-use tool for solving the cut scheduling 
problem in everyday activities at an apparel manufacturing 
plant. 
1.2. Review of Literature  
As noted in the previous section, very little has 
been done or is known about using mathematical methods and 
computing techniques for optimum scheduling of available 
fabrics and markers in the cutting department. Therefore, 
in the survey of literature the emphasis will be on the 
progress in computer-assisted marker making, because this 
made efficient cut-scheduling possible and desirable. 
The references to the sources of mathematical tech-
niques used during the investigation will be made in Sections 
2.1 and 2.3. 
Some of the new developments in the cutting department 
in the last ten years include individual incentive systems, 
computerized pattern grading, miniature markers, etc. [5]. 
Computerized marker making is the bridge between 
computerized pattern grading and computer controlled cutting. 
It passes the information from the grading operation to 
cutting through a computer controlled plotter. The plotter 
draws full scale master markers from the arrangement of 
panels created on the CRT and stored in memory. A plotter 
can draw marks for pockets, darts, and notches. Various 
statistics, usually the pattern piece area, can be calculated 
and printed with every graded pattern. 
Grading is the process by which a garment pattern--cut 
to fit a group of persons of a standard size--is made larger 
and smaller to fit groups of larger and smaller people [1]. 
Grade rules are how each point (in the pattern) of 
significance moves inwards and outwards to the corresponding 
point of other sizes [5]. Grade rules along with digitized 
patterns are used in both pattern grading and marker making. 
Therefore, the integrated marker making systems will mean 
reduced costs in the pattern making area in reference to 
labor, supplies, and occupancy [3]. 
The computer-assisted marker making systems primarily 
reduce the marking labor costs. Productivity increases that 
of conventional marker making mainly due to the elimination 
of manually drawing around the patterns which is substituted 
for by the use of a plotter. 
Quality of the marker making operation can also be 
improved through use of the computerized systems. Pattern 
pieces can be drawn with improved accuracy because marking 
restrictions are more easily controlled by the computer 
software. 
The greater productivity provided by the computer-
assisted marking systems can be used to meet peak workloads 
or permit additional effort to improve marker efficiency. 
If increased capacity is available, then throughput time in 
marker making can be maintained in periods of peak workloads. 
The value of any throughput improvement varies depending on 
what the limiting factors (or binding constraints on the total 
operation) are for a particular company [4]. 
One of the most advertised features of the computer 
assisted marking system is the impact on material utilization. 
Marking on a reduced scale provides pattern area measurements 
which when divided by total marker area, gives the marker 
efficiency. Utilization is improved compared to the conven-
tional method because less time is needed to make the 
original marker and therefore more time can be used to 
improve efficiency. Also the fact that "more markers made 
by your best marker maker using this equipment can reduce 
fabric waste" is a valid consideration [4]. 
If every advancement in manual marker making were 
implemented, the improvement in layout efficiency with 
computer-assisted systems is probably negligible. But, not 
every apparel manufacturer has the opportunity to install 
every innovation in manual marker making. Therefore computer 
assisted marker making has the advantages in that it can 
solve the need for rapid response and at a higher efficiency 
[4]. 
Computerized pattern grading is the source data of 
manufacturing control. The data are digitized and controlled 
by the grading rules to be used. This additional output can 
be used for further stages in production. Because computerized 
pattern grading systems perform the translation from a sample 
size pattern into a full range of sizes, it primarily affects 
the pattern making and grading labor costs. 
Quality is improved by the fact that possible human 
errors are avoided. Without the accuracies attainable in 
7 
computerized grading, such things as plaid and stripe cutting 
and sewing, reduction in seam allowances, and pattern modifi-
cations become very tedious. 
Computerized grading systems can improve the capacity 
to process many pattern sets in a given period, thereby 
reducing cycle time. This is sometimes necessary due t 
seasonal or style changes. The computerized grading system, 
like computerized marker making, is most useful to those 
firms where frequent style changes and short lead times are 
required. Commercial computer grading services are available 
for a producer of relatively few styles, who may find it 
difficult to justify the expense for hardware. 
The current state of the art in computerized marker 
making still requires a man at some point to direct the 
computer to perform certain functions, such as selection and 
placement of pattern pieces which are necessary to build the 
marker [9]. In addition to existing software, some develop-
ments have been added to some systems which assist the marker 
maker. These aids can pack or squeeze the panels in a tighter 
formation in an attempt to reduce the length once the marker 
is created. This can improve the marker efficiency achieved 
by the operator. Additional software has been developed to 
further reduce waste in creating markers. 
There is research currently being done in this area 
on the methods of arranging the patterns in an optimal 
formation without human intervention. This usually involves 
an iterative procedure and/or uses previous experience and 
predefined marker making rules. An efficient fully automatic 
marker making system has not yet become a reality. 
CHAPTER II 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
• IN CUT ORDER SCHEDULING 
Although some aspects of marker making have been 
vastly improved, the decision concerning "what to cut from 
what" is still performed by individuals based on general 
guidelines. When a cut order (required quantities of garments 
of given sizes and styles) is received, the first stage of 
the marking procedure is to decide what combination of sizes/ 
panels should be arranged together to form a marker. This 
process is critical because the efficiency is determined here. 
Many factors such as the number of markers which will have 
to be created (to satisfy the cut order), the mechanics of 
laying out the cloth, and the pile height of each marker, 
must be considered. Because this process is time consuming, 
whether it is done by retrieving old markers or creating new 
ones, and is rarely optimal, a different approach was 
investigated. 
2.1. Formulation of Linear Programming Problem  
Linear programming deals with the problem of allocating 
limited resources among competing activities in the best 
possible way. Linear programming uses a mathematical model 
to describe the problem. As the name implies, the mathematical 
9 
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functions in this model are required to be linear. Linear 
programming involves the planning of activities to obtain an 
optimal result among the feasible alternatives. This can be 
illustrated by the following simple example. Assume that a 
company manufactures two products, each with the same raw 
material costs and each has unlimited demand. Let x 1 and x 2 
represent the number of products of product 1 and product 2 
produced per hour. The selling price is one dollar for product 
1 and two dollars for product 2. X1 and X 2 are the decision 
variables for the model and the objective is to choose the 
combination so as to maximize function Z where 
Z = X1 + 2X 2 
subject to the following restrictions 
	
X 1  + X 2 	6 
2X 1 + X 2 	8 
This problem is of the classic "product mix" type (how much 
to produce of what). The solution to this problem, solved 
by program XLINEAR (Appendix A), is to produce 6 units of 
product two per hour and none of product one. 
Both the exhaustion of the stock and the saturation 
of the planned quantities of the style/sizes are linear 
1 1 
functions of the numbers of layers to be cut using different 
markers. Therefore, the optimum fabric utilization given a 
certain production plan, fabric stock, and marker bank may 
be solved as a linear programming problem. 
The total area of the fabric 
m 
A = E Z. W. h. 
;via i=1 3 1 ij 
is to be minimized, subject to the constraints concerning 
the production plan 
1] Z P. 	Sk j=1 	3 .' 
and the fabric stock available 
z 	h.. j=1 3 13 
for k = 1,2,...,n 
for 1,2,...,2. 
where 
W. 	is width of the fabric 1 
t. 	is total length of the fabric w i wide on stock 1 
Z
i 	
is number of layers cut using j-th marker 
h. is element of an auxiliary marker length matrix 
denoting length of j-th marker W i wide, 
ha,i = 0 for a = 1,2,..., i-1, 
Pj,k is number of sets of patterns of k-th style/size 
in j-th marker 
12 
Sk 	is required quantity of k-th style/size, 
all for i = 1, 2, ..., R.; j = 1, 2, 	m; k = 1, 2, ..., n 
where 
!Z. 	is the number of fabric widths 
is number of markers 
n 	is number of style/sizes 
Using linear programming, the best possible combina- 
tion of markers may be selected to satisfy the required 
sizes as well as several other constraints. 
2.2. Integer Linear Programming  
The solution of the linear programming problem 
consists of the combination of markers which give the best 
overall utilization. The solution will usually include 
fractional. numbers. (For example x 1 = 2.67--part of the origi-
nal solution in Figure 2 (Appendix C). In practice it is 
meaningless to have 2.67 layers of fabric. Therefore, the 
solution makes sense only if the decision variables have 
integer values. 
The branch and bound algorithm of pure integer 
programming is used to restrict the solution to integer 
values. This method leads to optimum integer solutions 
through solving a sequence of related non-integer problems. 
A typical linear programming problem given by Wagner 
[12] can be used to illustrate how the integer solution is 
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where function z is to be maximized by employing the branch 
and bound algorithm. The solution to the original problem 
is x 1  = x,Z = 2.67. It must be altered to comply with integer 
constraints. The tree diagram shows how Wagner obtained the 
sequence of solutions leading to the integer optimal solution 
(Figure 1). 
The term simplex iteration will refer to a step in 
the linear programming algorithm which uses the simplex 
method to reach the optimum. The term branch and bound 
iteration will be used to indicate an addition of a constraint 
or "branching" of the problem in seeking to find the optimal 
integer solution. 
The latest branch rule is implemented in order to 
obtain an integer solution. One advantage of this method is 
that it decreases the amount of bookkeeping necessary. This 
rule selects the most recently created subset of branches 
that has not been fathomed, breaking a tie between subsets 
created at the same time by taking the one with the most 
favorable bound (Figure 2). 
After some experiments, it was decided to design the 
Problem 3 Problem 2 
Problem 5 
t = 9 x (93 =13 
Problem 4 
t = 4 4=0 
xo =  15 
x i = x2 = - 
3 = 1 
Problem 8 
t = 7 xo=0 
Infeasible 
Problem 9 
t = 8 x8=0 
xo = 13 
x i = x2 = 0 
x3 = 1 
Stort 
Problem 1 
t =1 x =0 
xo = 16 
xt = X2 = 
X 3 = 0 
Problem 6 
t = 5 4=0 
Stop 
x ^o= 13 
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Figure 2. Solution of Integer Programming Problem by 
Branch and Bound Algorithm as Implemented 
in LP6 
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program so that the variable with the smallest positive 
fractional value is selected to be "split on." This procedure 
usually allows the program to reach the solution faster. It 
was also found that if the variable selected is always rounded 
down first, this will further accelerate convergence to the 
first integer solution of the cut planning problem. 
The original solution found by linear programming 
is converted to integer by the procedure in Figure 3. 
Basically the problem begins with the entire set of solutions 
under consideration. Once it is determined that the solution 
is feasible, it is further considered. If the solution is 
integer and it is better (smaller for minimization) than the 
best integer solution (BIS) up to that point, then this is 
the new BIS and is stored as the new incumbent solution. If 
the trial solution (whether it is integer or real) is not 
better than the present incumbent, the trial solution and 
potential branches from it is no longer considered. The 
reason the non-integer solution can be eliminated is because 
branching further (adding more constraints) can only make the 
solution value worse. Therefore, at this point a branch of 
the tree may be fathomed without enumerating all the 
solutions. 
If the solution is not integer, but its value is 
better than the incumbent, then one of the fractional 
variables (using the newest bound rule) is "split on." 







Store new BIS 
4. 
Find ISM 







Figure 3. Generating Additional Constraints in 
Integer Programming 
Modify original problem by 
adding constraints from stock 
Solve modified LP 
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to Figure 3. Note that new variables are chosen in order 
of increasing positive fractional values as discussed earlier. 
BIS 	Basic Integer Solution 
NPS 	Number of additional constraints in stack 
ISM 	Order index of variable with smallest remainder 
KCS(i) 	Kind of constraint 
CS(i) 	Value of constraint 
ICS(i) 	Index of constrained variable--carrier of 
branching information 
IPS(i) 	Pointer to location in constraint stack where 
constraint of j-th variable is stored 
KB 	array of pointers linking solution columns with 
variable indices 
The solution of Wagner's example obtained by using 
this algorithm is shown in Figure 2 and its printout is given 
in Appendix C. There are some differences between Wagner's 
tree diagram in Figure 1 and Figure 2; Wagner's solution 
appears to need fewer branch and bound iteration Steps. 
However, closer examination shows some unexplained short-cuts 
in Figure 1. For instance, it is difficult to see why after 
problem 3 the inequality X 3 ?_ 1 should be preferred to 
X 3  < 0 when X 3 is equal to 2/7, i.e., is closer to zero than 
one. Also, there is no obvious reason why X 2 is constrained 
in preference to X, after problem 4. 
Any bounded integer programming problem has a finite 
number of feasible solutions. However, this finite number 
19 
usually is very large so that complete enumeration is not 
practical. Therefore, it is important that only a small 
fraction of the feasible solutions be examined. 
Despite these techniques to reduce the time to 
implicitly enumerate the solutions, several problems proved 
to take too long to use this method. This is due to either 
too many variables and/or a very heavily constrained problem. 
When dealing with a large problem, requesting only the first 
integer solution is sometimes necessary due to time limita-
tions. In a large problem the difference between the first 
integer solution and the optimal solution will usually be 
marginal. However, in a relatively small problem, the 
difference may be significant. Because of this situation, 
the program which prints the solution without the technical 
data offers the options "first" and "best". When "first" is 
chosen, the computation is terminated after obtaining and 
printing the first integer solution. It has been found that 
this solution is usually optimal or near optimal. In this 
particular case (Figure 2), the first integer solution value 
is twelve, whereas the optimal solution value is thirteen 
(problem 10). 
Conditions will determine whether "first" or "best" 
which gives optimal solution, is appropriate. For instance, 
if computer time is relatively inexpensive and the cut 
order is relatively large, it would be worth the extra 
computation time to request "best" solution. There is also 
20 
an option ALL in the program LP6 which triggers printing the 
solution of all non-integer and integer solutions during the 
Branch and Bound iteration. This option is used in Appendix C. 
In this case the additional constraints currently in force 
are printed at the beginning of every branch and bound 
iteration. Constraints are coded in the following way: the 
first number is the constraint number; the second number is 
the subscript of the variable which is constrained. The 
third number is the kind of constraint (-1 for greater than 
or equal to and 1 for less than or equal to). The fourth 
number is the value of a given constraint. The second number 
is preceded by a negative sign when both possibilities 
(rounding down and rounding up) for a given variable have been 
checked out. 
Fox example, problem 2 is constrained by x l 	3 and 
problem . 3 by x l 	2. Both alternatives, by the time problem 
number three is considered, have been chosen. Therefore the 
second number is preceded by a negative sign at problem 
number three. 
CHAPTER III 
INTERACTIVE LP PROGRAMS 
A simple interactive LP (simplex algorithm) program 
XLINEAR used at Georgia Tech for teaching purposes was 
selected as a vehicle for preliminary experiments and further 
development. The problem solving part of the program is 
satisfactory. However the conversation part is rather poor: 
the user is expected to type in a complete problem specifi-
cation (coefficients of object function, constraints, all the 
matrix coefficients); there is no provision for storing and 
editing the problem specification and for re-entering the 
Solving part. 
A series of modifications have been made in order to 
improve the conversation part for more efficient experimen-
tation on various aspects of cut scheduling. The modification 
went through the following stages: 
LPO: 
LP1: 
changing specified objective function coeffi-
cients, constraint values, matrix elements and 
also repetition of the solution is made possible. 
The code of the solving part was simplified. 
Interactive alteration of the number of 
variables and constraints is added. There is a 





problem into a data file and accessing stored 
problems as well as displaying the problem 
during the conversation. 
Minor changes and improvement of efficiency. 
Finalizing the design of conversation. The 
following responses to computer's request for 
the next step are available: 
PROBLEM...initiate entering a problem, either 
typing in from terminal or reading from data 
file; DISPLAY...prints objective function 
coefficients, constraints, and matrix of the 
current problem. 
ALT COF 
alteration of specified objective function 
ALT RS 
coefficient, constraint, or matrix element. 
ALT MC 
ADD VAR 
REM VAR 	adding or removing any variable or constraint 
ADD CNSTR 	to and from the problem. 
REM CNSTR. 
STORE 	Writes the whole problem into specified data 
file. 
SOLVE 	Solves LP problem using simplex method, prints 
out the trace of iteration (column replacement 
and current value of object function) and 
optimal solution. 




Differs from LP3 in the following respects: 
(a) Does not require inputting the basic part 
of the matrix and objective function coeffi-
cient. User indicates the type of constraint 
(+1, 0, -1 for <, =, 	respectively) and program 
creates the basis using the subroutine SUSLAR; 
(b) Does not display the base part of the problem; 
(c) Prints out the trace of the iteration process 
only when asked; 
(d) Prints the solution in natural order of 
variables including coefficients of object 
function for easier interpretation of results 
(Appendix B). 
The flow chart for LP4 is the same as the flow-
chart for LP6 (see Appendix D) without the 
"SOLVE INT" option. 
Differs from LP4 in that the internal matrix 
is represented in a "string" containing only 
the nonzero coefficients so that less storage 
is necessary. The number of non zero matrix 
coefficients increases due to the pivoting 
procedure in the simplex algorithm so that more 
numbers must be stored at later iterations. 
But, even this greater number is considerably 
less than storing a full matrix. The matrix 






storing the actual coefficients; another 
identifies the row each coefficient is located 
in; the third adds cumulatively the numbers of 
nonzero coefficients in each column. 
This is the first version of the program that is 
capable of reaching an integer solution. A 
flow chart showing the dialogue in program LP6 
is in Appendix D. All the user commands have 
previously been explained except for "SOLVE INT". 
This simply tells the computer that an integer 
solution is desired. Then the computer will 
ask whether all, only integer, or only best 
integer solution is to be printed. 
Is identical with LP6 with the only difference 
in format of the representation of the problem 
matrix in written and read-in problem data 
files; whereas the LP6 uses full matrix 
representation, the LP7 uses a string represen-
tation which makes it compatible with files 
TEMP2 created by the production version of the 
cut order scheduling program package described 
in Chapter 4.4. 
CHAPTER IV 
SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CUT ORDER PLANNING 
The formulation of real linear programming problems 
in cut order planning involves special considerations which 
are not covered by the introduction to the problem in 
Chapter II. This applies in particular to the situations 
when a given cut order cannot be satisfied by the exclusive 
use of existing markers, and to so called "cut-downs". It 
would be possible to account for these and other peculiarities 
by modifying the linear program manually (using for example 
interactive program LP6, see Chapter III). However, it 
would be rather inefficient and time consuming. Therefore 
in this chapter we concentrate on defining the rules for 
modifying the linear programming problem so that the necessary 
manipulation may be programmed and performed automatically 
by the computer. 
4.1. Dummy Markers  
Markers available in the marker bank or marker 
library sometimes cannot completely satisfy the cut order 
requested. In this case additional markers will have to be 
made of the remaining sizes to satisfy the cut order. 
Utilizing the formulation of the linear programming 
problem, :introduced in Chapter II, the unsatisfied part of 
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the cut order is completed by artificial variables which 
can come into the solution. These variables are assigned 
large coefficient values (for a minimization problem) in 
the objective function and therefore come into the final 
solution only when the cut order cannot possibly be fulfilled 
otherwise. 
If artificial variables are used there is no way the 
overall efficiency of the solution can be assessed because 
the objective function coefficients of artificial variables 
are worse (higher) than any real marker. All markers regardless 
of their efficiency, will come into the solution before any 
artificial variables. The artificial variables will then fill 
the unsatisfied part of the order; because the objective 
function coefficients of all the artificial variables are 
equal and the solution would be biased towards better coverage 
of smaller sizes by regular markers. This is the reason why 
the concept of a "dummy marker", that of an imaginary one-
size-one garment marker with a given efficiency, is intro-
duced. If the cut order cannot be satisfied at all, the 
program will automatically bring "dummy markers" into the 
solution. These dummy markers, one for each style/size, 
are considered in the problem along with the real markers. 
There is one other purpose that these dummy markers 
serve besides coming into solution when it is impossible for 
real markers to cover cut order. Dummy markers can be used 
to allow only the best real markers to come into the 
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solution. For example, the user enters in a desired effi-
ciency, 82 percent. Only markers with 82 percent efficiency 
or greater will enter into the final solution (with dummy 
markers present where sizes could not be covered by regular 
markers). The final output will, therefore, consist of a 
list of the markers to be used from the library plus a list 
of sizes that must be marked to satisfy the cut order. 
By increasing the desired efficiency fewer regular 
markers will be able to satisfy the requirement and the 
number of dummy markers in the solution will increase. On 
the other hand, if the efficiency asked for is lowered, more 
markers will be able to comply with this lower efficiency and 
fewer dummy markers will appear in the solution. It is necessary 
to make dummy markers competitive with real ones so that they 
could be added as regular variables in the linear programming 
problem. The objective function coefficient of each marker 
is the area of fabric the particular marker requires. There-
fore, the area each size/style uses has to be calculated in 
similar fashion. Oxford Industries, Inc., Monroe, supplied 
real data for complete style named DUA. Utilizing the markers 







is area in square yards utilized 
W is width of marker 
L is length of marker 
• is efficiency percentage for a given marker. 
There are, however, a total of 158 different sizes in marker 
bank DUA. Utilizing the 34 data points already obtained, 
linear multiple regression was used to obtain the remaining 
124 sizes. The two independent variables, length and waist 
and the corresponding areas were used to formulate the three 
coefficients a, b, c. 
A = aW + bL + c 
Once the three coefficients were found, the areas of every 
particular style/size could then be calculated. These areas 
are correct assuming 100 percent efficiency so that by 
dividing each area by the efficiency required, the objective 
function coefficient is evaluated. 
For instance, if a larger efficiency percentage is 
wanted, this efficiency will result in smaller values of dummy 
marker objective function coefficients. Therefore, in a 
minimization problem the dummy markers have greater probability 
of appearing in the final solution. 
4.2. Cut-Downs  
The freedom of selecting the cutting schedule with 
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optimum fabric utilization is usually severely restricted by 
(a) fragmentation of orders; 
(b) differences between size distribution in the cut 
order and in the available markers; 
(c) difficulties or impossibility to create new 
markers following exactly the size distribution 
in the individual orders; 
(d) required level of efficiency of running the 
cutting operations from the viewpoint of labor 
costs, equipment utilization, etc. 
Very often the only way of satisfying (d) under the conditions 
(a), (b) , (c) is to cut the full height of the spread fabric 
into a number of panels exceeding the order requirements in 
certain sizes, and consequently to cut down part of the larger 
panels into smaller ones as required. 
This method inevitably leads to a slight increase in 
waste due to additional reduction of the useful area of some 
of the panels. However, this may be compensated (even from 
the viewpoint of material utilization only) by avoiding 
possible inefficient distribution of sizes in a marker and by 
considering all the markers available. After all, minimization 
of fabric consumption takes into account the adverse effect 
of any additional waste accompanying the cut-downs. 
The constraints concerning required number of garments 
of different sizes, consequently have to be modified in order 
to reflect the possibility of reducing some of the larger 
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size panels into panels of smaller sizes. No similar problem 
was found in the literature on linear programming. 
The problem may be formulated as follows: The plan 
requirements for cutting schedule without cut-clowns . is given 
by a series of equality constraints (see Chapter II): 
j
Z.P.k = S k 	for k = 1,2,...,n =1 	3 
where 
Z. 	is the j-th component of the solution vector of 
the number of layers to be cut using j-th marker; 
Pj,k is number of sets of panels of k-th style/size 
in j-th marker; 
m 	is number of markers under consideration.; 
n 	is number of style/sizes; 
Sk 	is required quantity of k-th style/size 
Supposing there is such a group of consecutive style/ 
size items k = a, a+1, 	t, 	(3-1, f3, that panels for 
every item t may be cut from panels for item t+1 (but not 
vice versa). In this case the equality constraints have to 
be replaced by the following ones: 
a+i m 	 a+i 
2] Z.P.,k = 	Sk 	for i = k=a j=1 3 3 	k=a 
m 
> E Z.P.,k = E sk k=a j=1 3 	k=a 
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For instance, if we have three markers yielding the following 
quantities of each of four sizes.  
M1 	M2 	M3 
S1 	2 	-- 	4 
S2 
S3 	2 	- 	4 
S4 	1 	3 
and if the required quantities in sizes are 
S1 	S2 	S3 	S4 
160 	200 	240 	180 
and the unknown numbers of layers to be cut from each marker 
are denoted X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , the constraints allowing cut-downs 













<  -	160 
+ 4X3 
+ 8X3 
+ 8X 3 
<  -	360 
<  -	600 
= 780 
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In some situations a two dimensional cut-down is used in 
order to secure greater flexibility in obtaining a solution. 
This is used for instance in the manufacturing of slacks 
where not only the inseam length but also the waist may be 
reduced. (In the former case the term cut-off is used.) 
When allowing for two dimensional cut-downs one has 
to modify the matrix coefficients and equality constraints 
in a manner similar to that of one dimensional cut-downs. 
The values of the matrix coefficients and right hand side 
values are transformed by cumulation in two directions 
instead of one: 
i 	j 
. = E 12 x, 1,, 	c=1 n=1 " n 
where 
X = original value 
X = transformed value 
The transformation procedure may be illustrated by 
the following example. Let the original matrix and constraints 
be 
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i,j Size A B C D E Constraint 
1,1 30 27 2 0 0 0 0 = 2 
1,2 30 28 0 1 1 0 0 = 4 
1,3 30 29 0 0 0 1 0 = 0 
1,4 30 30 0 0 0 0 2 = 0 
2,1 31 27 0 0 0 1 0 = 0 
2,2 31 28 0 0 0 0 5 = 6 
2,3 31 29 1 0 0 0 0 = 0 
2,4 31 30 0 3 0 0 0 = 1 
3,1 32 27 0 0 0 2 0 = 1 
3,2 32 28 3 0 0 0 1 = 0 
3,3 32 29 0 0 4 0 0 = 3 
3,4 32 30 0 0 3 0 0 = 2 





last equation as 






27 28 29 30 
2 4 2 6 6 6 
6 1 2 12 12 13 
1 3 2 3 13 16 19 
Original 	 Transformed 
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The matrix columns corresponding to individual markers 
have to be transformed in a similar way, so that the formula-
tion of the problem will change to the following: 
Size. A B C D E 
1,1 30 27 2 0 0 0 0 = 2 
1,2 30 28 2 1 1 0 0 = 6 
1,3 30 29 2 1 1 1 0 .-E, 	6 
1,4 30 30 2 1 1 1 2 = 6 
2,1 31 27 2 0 0 1 0 = 	2 
2,2 31 28  2 1 1 1 5 = 12 
2;3 31 29 3 1 1 2 5 = 12 
2,4 31 30 3 4 1 2 7 = 13 
3,1 32 27 2 0 0 3 0 :5.3 
3,2 32 28 5 1 1 3 6 = 13 
3,3 32 29 6 1 5 4 6 = 16 
3,4 32 30 6 4 8 4 8 = 19 
Note: all the equality constraints but the last are 
now "less than or equal to." 
Only one-dimensional cut-downs are considered in the 
final version of the program package described in Chapter V. 
4.3. Cut-Down Assignment  
The modification of the LP problem for cut-downs 
described in the previous section leads to a solution which 
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satisfies all the requirements and constraints and which may 
or may not imply cut-downs. The distribution of the cut-
downs cannot be seen diree.tly from the solution. The decision 
about an assignment of cut-downs is a routine and, sometimes, 
rather laborious task. Performing this task by computer is 
an obvious choice. 
Ii: has been realized that the assignment of cut-downs 
can be formulated as a separate LP problem. All the possible 
cut-downs would play the role of unknown variables. The 
discrepancies between the number of garments required and 
suggested by the original solution would become right hand 
side values of the equality constraints. All objective 
function coefficients would be equal to one and the objective 
function to be minimized would be the total number of plies 
to be cut down. 
This idea was abandoned after a few experiments. The 
reason was that from the production viewpoint the number of 
cut-down cases (bundles) rather than cut-down plies should be 
minimized. It is not possible to formulate a relevant LP 
problem and it is not easy to solve this problem by another 
optimization method and therefore a simple allocation 
algorithm is used 
The algorithm takes one cut-down group after another 
and compares the number of garments of each size in the 
solution with those originally required (i.e. with original 
constraints before cut-down adjustment). It evaluates the 
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surpluses and deficiencies (if there are any) in each size 
within a cut-down group. It picks up the largest surplus 
and allocates it to relevant deficiencies, then the next 
largest surplus, and so on, until all the surpluses are 
exhausted and all the deficiencies are made up for (this will 
always be the case once the solution satisfies all the 
constraints). 
On the following table the cut-down allocations are 
indicated by single circles (donors) and double circles 
(recipients). The data are taken from the example discussed 
in Chapter V and shown in Appendices E, F and G. 
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FINAL SET-UP OF THE PROGRAM PACKAGE 
5.1. Cyber 74 Version  
The final version of the program package for cut 
order planning was originally developed and implemented on 
the Cyber 74 computer. The block diagram of the components 
of the package and their interaction is given in Figure 4. 
The functions of the components are as follows: 
LPM2: 	Master program which serves to interact selec- 
tion of requirement file and marker bank. It calls 
the subroutines LPG4 and LP8. After the linear 
programming problem is generated and solved the 
LPM2 generates and prints a standard production 
report. 
LPG4: 	Linear programming problem generator. It reads the 
information on sizes/style requirements and fabric 
stock constraints from a selected requirement file, 
and the information on the characteristics of 
regular markers and pattern areas from a marker bank. 
It creates the nonbasic part of the L.P. matrix, 
objective function coefficients, and right hand 
side values (including dummy markers). It also 
























Figure 4. Block Diagram of Cut Qrder Scheduling 
Program Package 
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adds the fabric stock constraints, and writes the 
LP problem in string representation into the file 
TEMP2; the original matrix (without dummy markers, 
cutdowns and stock constraints) is written into the 
file TEMP' for future use by LPM2 when generating 
the production output. More information on marker 
and size names, etc. for the same purpose is 
transferred via common block GENINF. 
LP8: 	It is a subroutine built on the basis of the 
program LP7 discussed in Chapter III. It reads 
repeatedly the information on the fundamental part 
of the LP problem from TEMP2 and it solves the series 
of the real value problems as directed by the branch 
and bound algorithm (taking into account additional 
constraints at every branch and bound iteration step. 
It uses a common block OUTINF for communicating the 
results of the solution back to the LPM2. 
Illustrative examples of input files, temporary files 
and a production report are given in Appendices E, F and G. 
The marker bank (Appendix E) consists of two segments. The 
first contains the values of pattern areas in square yards 
(second number in each line, i.e. 1.4389, 1.4708, ...) for 
every size (size identification, first number in each line, 
i.e. 2926, 2927, ...). This segment is terminated by /. 
The second segment is divided into subsegments (one for every 
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regular marker) separated by /END. In the first line of each 
subsegment is the marker identification (e.g. DUA900201), 
style name (DUA), fabric width in inches and marker length 
in yards. Each of the following lines of the subsegment 
gives size identification and the corresponding number of sets 
of patterns in the marker. The marker bank is terminated by 
4. The format of the marker bank is temporary and it is 
supposed to adjust to local conditions of the up-keeping of 
the marker banks. 
The requirement file (Appendix E) consists of the name 
line (CT...), style identification (ST...), garment require-
ments (SZ, size identification, number of garments required, 
optional Y if the cut-down to the previous size is allowed) 
and fabric stock constraints (PG, width of the fabric in 
inches, linear yards of the fabric available). The require-
ment file is terminated by /. 
Temporary file TEMPI consists of three segments: 
right hand values (constraints), problem matrix coefficients 
in integer, dense matrix representation, and identifiers of 
the kind of constraints. The first two segments reflect the 
situation before adding the dummy markers, cut-down adjust- 
ments and adding the fabric stock constraints. In our example 
we have 21 size-quantity constraints and 13 unknown problem 
variables (markers, selected as compatible with requirement 
file). Correspondingly, there are 21 values in both 1st and 
3rd segments and 21 x 13 = 273 values in the second segment. 
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In the temporary file TEMP2 the first line gives the 
file name and in the second line there are three integers: 
total number of constraints (in our example 21 for size-
quantity requirements and 3 for fabric-widths limits = 24), 
total number of problem variables (13 regular markers and 21 
dummy markers = 34) and number of regular markers (13). 
In the next six segments there is full information on the 
problem: objective function coefficients (34), right hand 
side or constraint values (24), pointers LQ to the last-row-
in-column matrix coefficients (34), string of non-zero 
matrix coefficients Q (114), string of row indices IQ (114) 
and identifiers of the type of constraints (24). 
The printout of the USER-computer conversation when 
running the program LPM2, including a production report, is 
given in Appendix G. The production report is self-
explanatory. 
5.2. HP Version and Industrial Implementation  
of the Package  
The systems for computer-aided marker making are 
usually based on and built around a dedicated mini-computer. 
It is expected that the cut-order planning system will be 
implemented as an additional function of the marker-making 
system and it will reside in a mini-computer used for this 
purpose. One reason for this is that cut order planning 
will use directly the bank of markers developed and 
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accumulated by the marker-making system. 
Therefore the cut-order planning program package 
developed on Georgia Tech Cyber 74, and described in Section 
4.3 of Chapter IV, was transferred to a minicomputer HP21MX. 
The bulk of the FORTRAN source remains the same although 
there were changes due to: 
(a) differences in Cyber and HP Fortran dialects and 
word length, 
(b) entirely different file writing and reading 
conventions and procedures 
(c) limited storage space on HP 
The HP version was divided into 5 modules (Figure 5), 
controlled by an external monitor, the function of which is 
to activate (overlay) the proper module depending on the 
control card (user input). 
The communication of the modules is accomplished 
through permanent disc files, as shown in Figure 6. The 
information in these files is stored by style and cut 
identification (user input) on a first in-first out basis. 
The access to the information related to a particular cut 
identification (style) is accomplished by supporting directory 
files. 
The above data structure provides the user with a 
direct access to any of the modulus; therefore repetition of 
any previous performed operation will require a call only to 
the module associated with the last phase of the operation. 
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Figure 5. Relationship of the Five Modules of the 
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Figure 6. Program Relationship and File Organization 
of the System 
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The process is decomposed with respect to time and 
therefore all the phases can be executed independently. For 
instance, the user enters a particular submittal file and he 
generates an LP model with a given dummy marker efficiency. 
In the sequence the problem is solved and the associated 
files are updated. The user can resolve the problem for a 
different dummy marker efficiency by directly accessing 
module 3 (LPG). The execution of the program goes through 
the following five phases: 
Phase: I 
Program: RBUL--returns control to minitor 
Function: Requirement file builder 
Control Card: $R 
Description: It accepts as input the submitted file and 
through RDIRC (directory file) it updates the 
requirement file (RFILE). 
Phase: 2 
Program: MBUL--Returns control to monitor 
Function: Marker bank builder 
Control Card: $B 
Description: It accepts as input the area sites and the 
marker specifications and through MDRC (direc- 
tory file) it updates the marker bank (MBANK). 
Phase: 3 
Program: LPG--Returns control to monitor 
Function: LP model generator 
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Control Card: $144 
Description: LPG operates on RFILE and MBANK. The appropriate 
markers are selected and introduced as decision 
variables. LPG interacts with the user to 
obtain the dummy marker efficiency and any 
pattern areas missing from MBANK. After the 
model is built in a matrix form: 
(i) dummy markers are introduced as decision 
variables, 
(ii) the module is adjusted by the cut-down 
specifications, 
(iii) fabric stock constraints are added to 
the model, 
(iv) the two-dimensional matrix, is converted 
to a string by a sparse matrix technique. 
Finally the model in string form and the support-
ing tables are stored in permanent files. 
Phase: 
Program: LP8--Passes control to Module 5 (LPM1) 
Function: LP Optimizer 
Control Card: $E 
Description: The optimizer is an Integer Linear Program 
algorithm which solves the model. The solution 
and the supporting tables are stored in the 
permanent file OUTINF. 
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Phase: 5 
Program: LPM1--Returns control to monitor 
Function: Production report generator 
Control Card: $P 
Description: Format specifications for input and control 
cards. 






Each of these commands directs the monitor to activate the 
proper module respectively. Certain data must be entered 
after the command is accepted. 
The following two-character mnemonics are entered in 
the first two columns. 
CT 	 Cut identification 
ST 	 Style 
SZ 	 Size 
PG 	 Piece goods 
The format of the data entered after the commands is 
shown below. The following conventions are used. 
(i) Brackets indicate that the information contained 
is optional, 
(ii) Parentheses indicate that the information 
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contained is a numeric entry, 
(iii)Angled brackets indicate that the information 
contained is a name, 
(iv) The character b indicates a blank, 
(v) /E terminates the current input stream. 
1. $ MEQUEST] 
CT <cut identification> 
ST <style name> 
SZ <size name>, (quantity) [, Y or, N] 
PG (width), (quantity) 
/E 
2 	$ B[UILD] 
ST <style name> 
<size name>, (area) 
<size name>, (area) 
/E 
<marker name>, (width), (length), [(quantity)*], 
<size name>, [(quality)*], <size name>, ... / 
<marker name>, ... / 
/ 
/E 
3. $ M[ODEL] 
CT <cut identification> 




The existing systems for computer-assisted marker 
making facilitate the development and accumulation, over the 
period of its operation, of a large number of markers for 
various garment styles, size distributions, fabric widths, 
and production conditions. 
The preparation of a set of markers for every new 
cutting order typically includes: 
(a) manual selection of those of the old markers which 
can cover a part of the order; 
(b) marking the rest of the order. 
The natural limitations of human ability to process 
large quantities of information impedes manual retrieval and 
implementation of old markers in new situations. Conse-
quently, the results of past efforts are not fully utilized. 
The demands on new markers may exceed available operator and 
system capacity, and the resulting distribution of the order 
in sizes and quantities, over the set of markers and over the 
fabric in stock is not as good as it could be. 
The developed linear programming system and supporting 
computer program package for cut order planning performs a 
large part of the evaluation and decision making which leads 
5 1 
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to the optimum proportion of (a) and (b) above. The main 
features of the system are as follows: 
--retrieving a marker bank and selecting all the 
existing markers compatible with . a particular cut 
order; 
--formulation and solution of a linear programming 
problem which gives an optimum composition of the 
existing markers from the viewpoint of fabric utili-
zation or overall operational costs; 
--introduction of a concept of "dummy marker", i.e. 
an imaginary one-size-one garment marker with assumed 
efficiency: by varying this efficiency one can cover 
larger or smaller proportion of the new order by 
existing markers depending on current priorities; 
--provision for cut-downs: system automatically adjusts 
the required size distribution according to the 
indicated cut-down options and the output information 
includes detailed instructions for cut-downs from 
particular markers and sizes; 
--provision for complying with indicated fabric stock 
constraints: system performs optimum distribution 
of the order considering the available quantities of 
the fabrics with different widths; 
--flexibility in editing the input information in 
response to intermediate solutions: if the solution 
violates some obvious but difficult-to-define 
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limitations, only a part of the solution may be 
accepted. The original requirements are then adjusted 
accordingly so that the computer can offer a modi-
fied solution, covering the remaining part of the 
order;, 
--modular design of the system allows for modification 
and expansion in compliance with various local condi-
tions and constraints different from those mentioned 
above. 
During the research a series of conversational computing 
programs for solving linear programming problems has been 
developed and used. Two of these, LP4 (basic program, dense 
matrices) and LP6 (sparse matrices, integer programming 
option) represent a separate by-product of this research and 
may be easily used for educational and research purposes as 
shown by Syen [11]. The programs offer all the essential 
features of interactive computing systems, such as complete 
freedom and flexibility in manipulating given data (i.e. 
inserting, altering, or removing variable, constraints, and 
matrix coefficients. 
--Simple means of checking the status of the 
conversation by displaying current formulation 
of the problem. 
--Means of preventing the corruption of the conversa-
tion and basic diagnostics indicating the user's 
errors and ways of their correction. 
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--Several levels tracing the iteration procedures 
for diagnostics and other purposes. 
--Simple means of preserving current status of the 
conversation by writing all the information on the 
linear programming problem into a data file with an 
option to recall it whenever necessary. 
CHAPTER VII 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of the research do not solve all the 
problems of cut order planning as they arise in the real 
industrial environment. There are two groups of problems 
future research should be directed towards. 
First, there are many additional considerations 
besides the fabric utilization which in the present cut 
order planning system may be taken into account only by 
reformulating and re-entering the problem by the human opera-
tor. In the next stage of the research or during the 
implementation of its results in the industry, some of these 
considerations should be incorporated in the system so that 
they would be taken care of automatically. They typically 
include the following. 
The number of markers necessary to satisfy a particular 
cut order should be minimized for two reasons. Obviously 
when fewer markers are created, the costs of marking decrease 
along with the storage requirements in the computer. The 
second reason the number of markers created should be 
minimized (or number of garments per marker maximized) is 
that the larger "bundle size" (garments per marker) usually 
results in better efficiency. This holds true up to a certain 
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point and then the efficiency levels off. 
In conflict with attempting an optimal efficiency in 
the way stated above, the mechanics of "spreading" or laying 
out the fabric are such that a minimum of "two-bundles" (two 
garments per marker) in a spread (total length of fabric on 
the cutting table) are required. 
The pile height, or number of layers of spread fabric, 
chosen should be as large as possible to reduce the cost in 
cutting and the table space requirements. This also keeps 
down the number of markers needed. However, the pile height 
is restricted by the cutting device used, yarn characteristics 
(for example textured yarn reduces pile height allowed) and 
fabric construction (woven or knitted). 
Another factor which must be considered is the number 
of cut-downs allowed for each cut order and the degree to 
which the patterns are allowed to be cut down. Some plants 
have their own restriction as to how much a particular panel 
can be cut down because of the extra waste involved, which is 
not accounted for in computer assisted marker making and in 
standard marker characteristics. This aspect is, of course, 
already considered by the developed program which minimizes 
the total fabric consumption. However, there is also an 
additional labor cost involved. 
The width of fabric is critical for utilization because 
some of the patterns closely pack together forming large 
compound panels or strips; if these cannot be marked on and 
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cut from fabric of compatible width, the cutting waste rises 
disastrously. On the other hand, ordering, keeping and 
managing large stock of fabrics with near-to-optimal width 
distribution is costly and has to be judged on the merits of 
its potential benefits. 
In an ideal situation, the cut order planning system 
would consider and minimize the total cost of cutting opera 
tions and related activities including the cost of the material, 
rather than to minimize the material consumption only. It 
is difficult to see how this could be done in the near future. 
However, at least some of the aspects mentioned above may be 
incorporated in the present system in the form of additional 
constraints or penalty functions. 
Secondly, the available means of predicting the compo-
sition and efficiency of non-existing markers should be 
incorporated into the system. At some plants and in production 
of certain apparel products, there is a considerable amount 
of know-how, accumulated over the period of years, about the 
ways of combining sizes and styles in a marker. The rules 
are used for the selection of an efficient composition of 
styles/sizes entering individual markers, depending on the 
width of the fabric available, so that the cutting waste 
does not exceed some given limit. Supposing the rules for 
the selection of good combinations of sizes for a marker are 
previously formulated and incorporated in the cut order 
planning system. In this case the predicted "potential 
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markers" may appear in the linear programming problem along 
with regular markers and dummy markers. Considering potential 
markers with trustworthy value of predicted efficiency, rather 
than filling all the deficiencies by dummy markers, should 
increase the power of the system and make more competitive 
the options for cutting the parts of the order, which are 
not supported by regular markers. 
The introduction and utilization of the concept of 
potential markers will require setting up additional sub-
routines which will be called from the LP problem generator 
LPG4 after the information from the requirement file is 
entered. These subroutines will select the combinations of 
style/sizes and calculate the expected efficiency according 
to given rules and a chosen efficiency limit. These subroutines 
will have to be created individually depending on the local 
conditions and type of production. 
It is envisioned that automatic or semi-automatic 
marker-making systems could in part play the role of the 
specialized subroutines. In the future automatic marker-
making and cut order planning would merge into one compre-
hensive system which would accept requirements in terms of 
pattern shapes and production plan (plus relevant information 
on additional constraints), and return a complete set of 




SIMPLE EXAMPLE SOLVED BY XLINEAR 
XLINEAR 
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES LP PROBLEMS. 
DO YOU DESIRE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. (YES OR NO) 
? NO 
DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM TO RUN (YES OR NO) 
"2 YES 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS (INTEGER) 
? 2 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES (INTEGER) 
? 4 
DO YOU DESIRE THAT THE TABLEAU FOR EACH 
ITERATION BE PRINTED (YES OR NO) 
? NO 
ENTER THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION(INCLUDING SLACKS AND ARTIFICIALS) 
? 1:,2"0"0. 
ENTER THE 	2 	ROWS OF CONSTRAINTS AS EQUALITIES (DECIMAL) 
? 6. 
? 
0 ITER NO= 	0 OBJ FCN= 	 0.00000 
0 REPLACING COL 	3 WITH COL 	2 
0 ITER NO= 	1 OBJ FCN= 	12.00000 
0 	OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	 
OROW SOLN COL SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 
1 	2 	6:0000 2.0000 
2 4 2:0000 	0.0000 
.042 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
60 
APPENDIX B 
ENTERING, DISPLAYING, SOLVING, STORING, 
AND TERMINATING THE SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
PERFORMED BY LP4 
61 
PROBLEM ? NEW 
NO OF CONSTR ? 2 
NO OF V RBLS? 2 
INSERT 2 COEFF OF OBJECT FUNCTION: 
? 1, 2 
INSERT KIND OF CONSTRAINT AND VALUE: 
1? 1, 6 
2? 1, 8 
INSERT MATRIX ROW BY ROW, 2 ELEMENTS FOR EACH ROW 
1 ROW ? 1, 1 
2 ROW ? 2,1 
NEXT ? DISPLAY 
2 	2 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
1 .0000E+00 2.0000E+00 
MATRIX 
	
1 ROW : 	LE 	6.0000 
1.0000E+00 1:0000E+00 
2ROW: 	LE 	8:0 000 
2;0000E+00 1:0000E+00 
NEXT? SOLVE 
PRINT TRACE ? NO 
0 ITER NO= 1, OBJ FCN= 	-:120000E+02 
	OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	 0 
GROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
JL 	2 	6.0000 .200E+01 -2.0000 
2 4 2:0000 	0'. 	 0:0000 
NEXT ? STORE 
DATA FILE NAME ? EX LP4 
NEXT ? END 
1105 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
APPENDIX C 
SOLUTION PRINTED BY UTILIZING "ALL" 
OPTION OF PROGRAM LP6 
63 
/RUNLP6 
PROBLEM ? BBMAX 
NEXT ? SOLVE INT 
PRINT ALL-INT-BEST ? ALL 
PRINT TRACE ? NO 
0 ITER NO 	3,OBJ FCN= 	-.160000E+02 
0--- ,-----OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	  
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 	1 	2.6667 .100E+01 -3:0000 
2 2 2.666 7 	:100E+01 	-3:0000 
1 1 -1 3. 
0 ITER NO 	2,OBJ FCN= 	.33331 7E+06 
0--------OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	 0 
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 	1 	2.666 7 .222E+06 -3.0000 
2 2 2.6667 	.111E+06 	 -3;0000 
3 	6 	':3333 0: 	 1000000.0000 
1 -1 1 2. 
0 ITER NO= 3,OBJ FCN= 	-. 157143E+02 
0--------OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	 0 
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 	1 	2:0000 .905E+00 -3:0000 
2 2 2:0000 	.429E+00 	,-3:0000 
3 	3 	:2857 :952E+00 -13:0000 
1 -1 1 2: 
2 3 1 0: 
0 ITER NO 	4,OBJ FCN= 	-.130000E+02 
0--------OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	 0 
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 1 2.0000 0: -3:0000 
2 2 2:3333 .450E+01 -3:0000 
3 3 0.0000 .950E+01 -13.0000 
4 5 3:0000 .500E+00 0:0000 
1 -1 1 2. 
2 3 1 O. 
3 2 1 2: 
0 ITER NO= 4,OBJ FCN= 	-:120000E+02 
0--------OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	 0 
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 1 2.0000 0: -3.0000 
2 2 2.0000 .300E+01 -3:0000 
3 3 0:0000 .130E+02 -13:0000 
4 4 2.0000 0: . 0:0000 
5 5 20000 ;300E+01 Ow0000 
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1 -1 1 2. 
2 	3 	1 	0: 
3 -2 -1 3: 
0 ITER NO= 	2,0BJ FCN= 
0--------0PTIMAL 
OROW 	VARIABLE 	SOLN VAL 
:666654E+06 
S O L U T I 
DUAL VAL 
O N 	0 
0 F COEFF 
1 1 2.0000 :500E+06 -3:0000 
2 2 2.3333 ;167E+06 -3.0000 
3 5 3:0000 0: 0.0000 
4 7 :6667 0: 1000000;0000 
5 9 0.0000 0: 0.0000 
1 -1 1 	2. 
2 	-.3 -1 	1:. 
0 ITER No= 	4,oBJ FcN= -. 150000E+02 
0 	 OPTIMAL SOLuTIoN 	0 
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL DUAL VAL 0 F COEFF 
1 	1 	:3333 	:100E+01 	73;0000 
2 2 :3333 100E+01 -3.0000 
3 	3 	1.0000 	:100E+07 	-1310000 
4 6 1:6667 0: 	 0.0000 
1 	1 2; 
2 -3 -1 1; 
3 1 1 O. 
0 ITER NO= 4,OBJ FCN= 	-1148571E+02 
0 	OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	0 
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 . 	1 	0:0000 :905E+00 -3:0000 
2 2 0:0000 	:429E+00 	-3.0000 
3 	3 	1.1429 .100E+07 -13:0000 
4 8 .1429 	.952E+00 	 0:0000 
1 -1 1 2: 
2 -3 -1 1: 
3 1 1 O. 
4 3 1 1: 
0 ITER NO= 3,OBJ FCN= 	-.135000E+02 
0--- 	OPTIMAL SOLUTION 	0 
OROW VARIABLE SOLN VAL 	DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 	1 	0.0000 .450E+01 -3.0000 
2 2 ;1667 	:500E+00 	-3;0000 
3 	3 	1s0000 .950E+01 -13 .04 00 _ 
4 5 1:5000 ' 0: 	 00000 
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1 -1 1 2: 
2 -3 -1 1. 
3 	1 1 	0. 
4 	3 	1 	1: 
5 2 1 0: 
0 ITER NO= 	3,OBJ FCN= 
0 mm,111...0.111MOMO.M70 PTIMAL 
OROW 	VARIABLE 	SOLN VAL 
-.130000E+02 
SOLUTION 
DUAL VAL 	0 
0 
F COEFF 
1 1 0:0000 :300E+01 -3.0000 
2 2 0.0000 300E+01 -3:0000 
3 3 1.0000 :130E+02 -13.0000 
4 4 1:0000 0: 0:0000 
5 5 1.0000 0. 0:0000 
1 -1 1 	2. 
2 -3 -1 1. 
3 1 1 0: 
4 3 1 1. 
5 -2 -1 1: 
0 ITER NO= 	3,OBJ FCN= -:671429E+01 
0 OPTIMAL S O L U T I O N 0 
OROW VARIABLE 	SOLN VAL DUAL VAL 	0 F COEFF 
1 1 0.0000 .857E+01 -3:0000 
2 2 1.0000 .100E+07 -3.0000 
3 3 .2857 .186E+01 -13:0000 
4 5 9.0000 0. 0.0000 
5 9 :7143 0. 0.0000 
1 -1 1 	2. 
2 -3 1. 
3 1 1 O. 
4 -3 -1 2. 
0 ITER NO= 	2,OBJ FCN= :857128E+06 
0 OPTIMAL SOLUTIO .. .. 0 
OROW VARIABLE 	SOLN VAL DUAL VAL 	O F COEFF 
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1 	1 	0.0000 
2 3 1.1429 
3 	6 	0:0000 
4 7 :85 7 1 
1 -1 1 2. 
2 -3 -1 1. 
3 -1 -1 1: 
0 ITER NO= 4,OBJ FCN= 
0 ----OPTIMAL 
:285699E+06 














O F COEFF 
1 1 1.0000 :152E+05 -3:0000 
2 2 1:0000 :476E+05 -3.0000 
3 3 ;7143 -13;0000 - 
4 8 .285 7 :571E+06 A000000.0000 






U: data file name 
file permanent? 
C: NEXT? 
















C: NO. OF CONSTRAINTS? 
1  
enter the number of constraints? 
- 	  
C: NO. OF VARIABLES? 
= 
U . 
 en er t e number o varia les NV not 
including slacks and artificials  
	1-...._ 	  
1 C: INSERT NV COEF OF OBJECT FUNCT 1 
1  
U: enter NV object funct coef 
i  
V : INSERT KIND OF CONSTRAINT AND VALUE 1 
if  
INSERT MATRIX ROW BY ROW IN 
C: ELEMENTS FOR EACH ROW 
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U: enter symbol for type of constraint and the rhs value by rows) 
1  
U: enter NV matrix coef 
C:  
1 
index which rhs value is to be changed, 
new value of rhs U: 
c: prints object funct coef, constraints, and 
matrix of current problem  
C: .1, VAL? 
lu. index of column where object funct coef is to be changed, ' new value of object funct coef  
70 
U: index of column to be removed 
enter NC matrix coef (NC is number of constraints 
currently in problem) U: 
C: I,J,VAL? 
    
U: 
row and column indices of the matrix coef to 
be changed, new value of matrix coef 
C: J,VAL? 
_ U column where new variable is to be located in matrix,1 ____ : value of object funct coef  
l'  
I-7C: INSERT NC MATRIX COEF 1 
1 
71 
enter NV matrix coef (NV is number of variables 
currently in problem)  
U: index of row to be removed 
C: I,KC,VAL 
72 
row where new constraint is to be located in matrix, 
symbol for type of constraint, rhs value 
C: INSERT M MATRIX COEFI 
I C: DATA FILE NAME? 
C: PRINT TRACE? 
U: YES 
U: INT 











prints out every iteration showing how 
C: and when each variable entered into 
solution 

















2926,1:4389 3232,1.7317 3629,1;7719 
2927,1v4708 3233,1:7636 3630,1;8038 
2928,1.5026 3234,1:7954 3631,1:8356 
2929,1:5344 3326,1.5746 3632,1:8674 
2930,1:5663 3327,1:6065 3633,1:8593 
2931,1:5981 3328,1:6383 3634,1:9311 
2932,1:6300 3329,1.6701 3726,1;7103 
2933,1:6618 3330,1.7020 3727,1:7422 
2934,1:6937 3331,1:7338 3728,1:7740 
3026,1;.4 7 28 3332,1:7657 3729,1:8058 
3027,1:5047 3333,1:7975 3730,1:8377 
3028,1:5365 3334,1:8294 3731,1:8695 
3029,1:5684 3426,116085 3732,1:9014 
3030,1t;6002 3427,1 ;6 404 3733,1:9332 
3031,146321 3428,1:6722 3734,1:9651 
3032,146639 3429,1 ;7 041 3826,1:7442 
3033,1:6957 3430,1;7359 3827,1:7761 
3034,1:7276 3431,1;7678 3828,1:8079 
3126,1:5068 3432,167996 3829,1:8398 
3127,1:5386 3433,1:8314 3830,1:8716 
3128,1:5704 3434,1:8633 3831,1:9035 
3129,1:6023 3526,1:6425 3832,1:9353 
3130,1:6341 3527,1:6743 3833,1:9671 
3131,1:6660 3528,1.7061 3834,1:9990 
3132,1:6978 3529,1:7380 3926,1%7782 
3133,1:729 7 3530,1:7698 3927,1:8100 
3134,1:7615 3531,1.8017 3928,1:8418 
3226,1:5407 3532,1:8335 3929,1:8737 
3227,1:5725 3533,1:8654 3930,1:9055 
3228,1:6044 3534,1;8972 3931,1:9374 
3229,1:6362 3626,1;6764 3932,1:9692 
3230,1;6681 3627,1:7082 3933,260011 













































































































































0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 n o 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3. 0 0 0 0 0 
CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0 0 0 0 0 0 3. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
o 1 0 
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REQUIREMENT FILE? OXREQT 
MARKER BANK ? OXMBSS 
DUMMY MARKER EFFICIENCY ? :83 
FIRST—BEST INTEGER SOLUTION ? FIRST 
3 REAL AND INT SOLUTIONS 
MARKAMATIC CUT ORDER PLANNING 
REGULAR MARKERS: 






1 DUA5900201 I“ 
2 DUA5900205 12: 
3 DUA5900206 8'. 
4 DUA5900207 3: 
5 DUA5900210 14: 
6 DUA5900213 19: 
7 DUA5900217 18 
8 DUA5900240 1: 
9 DUA5900243 19: 
10 DUA5900246 4: 
B — REJECTED 
DUA5900215 DUA5900232 DUA5900235 
DUMMY MARKERS: 
SIZE GMTS 
1 3229 22: 
2 3230 23. 
3 3234 3s 
4 3333 33: 
5 3427 11: 
6 3434 17: 
7 3634 17; 
8 3729 18. 
9 3930 5: 
80 
SUMMARY: 
I 	 I 	COVERAGE 	I 	TOTAL I PATTERN I EFFIC I 
I I GARMTS I 	a I AREA 	I 	AREA 	I 	1 
I 	 I 	 I 1— --- I I I 
I I I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 
I REGULAR MARKERS I 	228: I 60t5 I 470;19 I 404;23 I 85.97 I 
I 	 I I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 	I 
I DUMMY MARKERS I 	149. I 39:5 I 317:65 I 263:65 I 83:00 I 
I 	 I I 	I• 	I 	 I 	I 
I I 	. 	—I I— —,.. 	I I I 
I 	 I I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 
I TOTAL 	I 	377. 1100.0 I 787:841 667:88184:77 I 
I 	 I I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 
CUT—DOWNS: 
	
MARKER ID 	FROM SIZE 	TO SIZE 	PLIES 
	 .. .  
DUA5900205 	3432 	3430 	6: 
3432 3431 lc 
DUA5900217 	3231 	3230 	6: 
FABRIC BALANCE: 
WIDTH 	AVAILABLE 	ASSIGNED TO RM 	REMAINS 















59:6 99:3 	60:4 	100.7 
4.522 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
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